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Summary
The plasmotype of a plant consists of both the mitochondrial and plastid genomes of plants,
while the nucleotype consists of the nuclear genome. Plasmotypic variation is a largely
unexplored part of genetic variation present in plants. This is partly due to the inability to
effectively distinguish between nucleotypic and plasmotypic variation. By utilizing cybrids,
which are specific combinations of nucleotypes with plasmotypes, it becomes possible to
effectively distinguish between nucleotypic and plasmotypic derived variation. During this
project the plasmotypic variation present in A. thaliana has been further explored by screening
a panel of cybrids for photosystem II efficiency. In previous research, cybrids have been used
to evaluate plasmotypic variation in A. thaliana by growing and phenotyping one panel of
cybrids. During this project two cybrid populations have been grown and photosystem II
efficiency has been measured, to screen for plasmotypic effects. In previous projects one
additive effect of a plasmotype stood out, which was the effect of the Bur-0 plasmotype. The
Bur-0 plasmotype shows an increased photosystem II efficiency under both fluctuating light
and outdoor conditions. The genetic cause of this effect has been explored during this project,
and two candidate SNPs are proposed. Additionally, it was investigated if the Bur-0
plasmotype would give plants a better fitness under outdoor conditions. To investigate this
hypothesis, several photosynthetic and morphological parameters were measured, and
additionally the dry weight of the shoots of the plants was measured. When looking at the dry
biomass of the shoots, no additive effect of the Bur-0 plasmotype was shown. However, the
effect on biomass seems to be epistatic depending on the specific nucleotype-plasmotype
combination. Furthermore, proteomic analysis was proposed as a method to reveal biological
processes affected by plasmotypic variation. During this project, it has been attempted to
isolate chloroplasts from single A. thaliana plants. Even though the chloroplast isolation
seemed successful, proteomic analysis on these chloroplasts was shown to not be feasible due
to low yield of protein per plant. Therefore, more research is needed before proteomic analysis
can be successfully applied to the cybrid panel.
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Introduction
Plants contain three different sets of genomes in three cellular structures; the nucleus and in
two organelles, mitochondria and chloroplasts. The genome of both the mitochondria and
chloroplasts together is called the plasmotype and is maternally inherited. The nuclear genome,
also called the nucleotype, contains the largest quantity of genetic material of the three genomes
and is inherited biparental. To illustrate, Arabidopsis thaliana has a nuclear genome of
approximately 135 Mb in size split over five chromosomes (Howe et al., 2020), and a
mitochondrial genome of approximately 367 kb (Sloan, Wu, & Sharbrough, 2018), and a
plastid genome of approximately 154 kb (Sato, Nakamura, Kaneko, Asamizu, & Tabata, 1999).
The genome of chloroplasts is highly conserved in all plants (Mower & Vickrey, 2018), unlike
the mitochondrial genome, which is subjected to extensive recombination (Arrieta-Montiel,
Shedge, Davila, Christensen, & Mackenzie, 2009).
The existence of genetic material in both mitochondria and chloroplasts is hypothesized to be
the result of an endosymbiotic event of respectively an α-proteobacteria-like and
cyanobacteria-like prokaryote (Kleine, Maier, & Leister, 2009). However, the organelles
contain a much lower quantity of genetic material than their contemporary prokaryotic relatives
due to the loss of genes, or transfer of genes to the nucleus. Moreover, transfer of genes also
occurred from plastid to mitochondria and vice versa, and nucleus to mitochondria. Although
these last described transfers were much less frequent than organelle to the nucleus (Kleine et
al., 2009). In A. thaliana, less than 5% of the approximately 3000 proteins in the chloroplast
are encoded and synthesized locally (Abdallah, Salamini, & Leister, 2000). Thus, a tight
regulation is required to coordinate expression of nuclear genes encoding for chloroplastlocalized proteins with the development and function of chloroplasts. The same principle also
applies to mitochondria (Ng et al., 2014). Therefore, the nucleus is involved in bidirectional
signaling cascades which consists of both anterograde (nucleus-to-organelle) and retrograde
(organelle-to-nucleus) signaling with both chloroplasts and mitochondria (Xiao et al., 2012).
Due to the complex network of signaling between the organelles and the nucleus, genetic
variation in genomes of organelles may have an effect on the phenotype of plants. Although
the genome of chloroplasts is highly conserved due to the complex nature of photosynthesis,
genetic variation exists even within species (Flood, Harbinson, & Aarts, 2011). If a variant has
a discernible effect on the phenotype, this variant can be subjected to natural selection.
However, the maternal inheritance of the organelles could hamper natural selection depending
on the type of effect (Thiede, 1998). For example, an environmental maternal effect will
increase the amount of environmental noise in a population, and thereby reducing the response
to selection. Models constructed to show the response of selection of traits which increase the
fitness of offspring showed that a similar equilibrium is reached for traits under maternal
inheritance compared to biparental inheritance, although the maternal model showed a slower
response (Naylor, 1964). Additionally, neutral variants could spread due to genetic drift.
Furthermore, there is still little know nowadays about the influence of the interactions of the
plasmotype with the nuclear genome of plants. Consequently, exploring the interactions in
addition to the natural variation present in the plasmotype of plants could open up a new pool
of genetic variety within plants for both researchers and plant breeders. Particularly considering
the role chloroplasts and mitochondria play in respectively photosynthesis and respiration, and
thereby the energy metabolism in plants. For example, when breeding for better photosynthetic
capability of plants, often only the nuclear genome is considered, although chloroplasts are the
center of photosynthesis (Flood et al., 2011). Variation in the efficiency or capacity of
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photosynthesis can be a very interesting trait for plant breeders, as those factors impact crop
yield.
In order to explore the effects of different plasmotypes, it is necessary to be able to distinguish
nuclear variation from plasmotypic variation. When crossing plants, the plasmotype is passed
uniparental, while the nuclear genome is passed biparental, resulting in a heterozygous
nucleotype. Thus, hampering the ability to designate changes in phenotype to changes in the
plasmotype. However, by creating a panel of plants with the same nuclear genome but different
plasmotypes, changes in the phenotype should be a result of the plasmotype. Such a panel
creates possibilities to explore the largely unknown relationships between nucleotypes and
plasmotypes and possibly reveal additive and epistatic effects on the phenotype of plants. A
plasmotypic effect is considered additive if it has the same effect regardless of nucleotype,
while an epistatic effect is only seen in combination with a specific nucleotype. The creation
of such a panel has previously been done using two different methods (Flood et al., 2020; Roux
et al., 2016). The plants created are new combinations of plasmotypes with nucleotypes and
are here dubbed cybrids. Cybrids are written as NucleotypePlasmotype. For example, ColBur
denotes a cybrid with the nucleotype of Col, and the plasmotype of Bur-0.
One method of creating cybrids is by using backcrosses and genotyping as done by Roux et al.
(2016). This method is carried out by crossing accession A as the female parent with accession
B as the male and backcrossing with the male parent. After at least three backcrosses, the plant
obtained will be checked with markers for homozygosity. On average 93.75% of the nucleus
is homozygous after three backcrosses, but the precise percentage will differ. If the nucleus is
deemed homozygous, the plant obtained is considered a cybrid with the nuclear genome of
accession B, and the cytoplasmic background of accession A, as the plasmotype is maternally
inherited. However, residual heterozygosity in the genomic regions is difficult to completely
prevent when testing the plants using markers, and the process is also very time consuming
(Roux et al., 2016). By using a haploid-inducer (HI) line called GFP-tailswap, this residual
heterozygosity can be overcome as shown by Flood et al. (2020). The HI expresses a GFPtagged CENH3/HRT12 in a cenh3/htr12 mutant background. The HI works by uniparental
genome elimination of the GFP-tailswap nuclear genome when crossed to a wild-type (WT)
plant (Figure 1a). This results in haploid progeny with paternally derived nuclear genome, and
a maternally derived plasmotype (Flood et al., 2020). The haploid progeny can be turned in
doubled haploid lines by genome duplication or resistitutional meiosis. The doubled haploid
lines will contain the same nuclear genome as the original paternal accession, because A.
thaliana accessions are homozygous as the plant predominantly self fertilizes its flowers
(Fulgione & Hancock, 2018). A drawback off this method is that only the plasmotype of the
GFP-tailswap could be transferred, which generated the need to create new plasmotype donors.
New plasmotype donors can be produced by crossing a WT plant (female) with the HI (male)
and selecting a diploid F1 hybrid in which no genome elimination has occurred (Figure 1b).
The hybrid F1 plant is selved, which results in a F2 population from which a plant is selected
homozygous for the cenh3/htr12 mutation. This plant can be used as a new plasmotype donor,
as it now contains the plasmotype of the original WT plant. The new plasmotype donor does
not contain a completely homozygous nuclear genome (Figure 1a). However, due to the
uniparental genome elimination caused by the cenh3/htr12 mutation, the resulting cybrids will
contain a completely homozygous nuclear genome of the male parent (Flood et al., 2020).
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Figure 1: a. Generation of a doubled haploid with maternal derived plasmotype and paternal
derived nucleotype. b. Generation of a new haploid-inducer (HI) line with a new plasmotype.
Reprinted and altered from Flood et al., 2020.
By using this method, Flood et al. (2020) have created a panel of A. thaliana cybrids by
selecting seven diffferent accessions. Six accessions (Bur, C24, Col-0, Sha and Ws-4) were
selected to represent natural variation, while a seventh (Ely) accession was selected with a
large-effect mutation in the PsbA gene, which is chloroplast-encoded and results in reduced
photosystem II (PSII) efficiency (Flood et al., 2020). The Ely plasmotype was included for its
suspected strong additive effect due to this mutation. The combinations created resulted in 46
cybrids, and seven self-cybrids, which have the genetic construction as the WT plants. All these
cybrids were grown and analyzed for absolute and relative growth rate, biomass accumulation,
epinastic leaf movement, ΦPSII, non-photochemical quenching (NPQ), a reflectance-based
estimate of chlorophyll, flowering time, germination, pollen abortion and primary metabolites.
Their results indicate substantial variation in observed phenotypes such as NPQ and ΦPSII (PSII
operating efficiency), which both are important for plant productivity. The Ely plasmotype, as
suspected, lowered the PSII efficiency, regardless of nucleotype. Additionally, the Bur-0
plasmotype displayed additive effects in range of phtotosynthetic parameters. Specifically, an
increase in NPQ and ΦPSII. Moreover, when plants were grown under fluctuating light instead
of normal light, the difference became even more apparent (Flood et al., 2020).
Since the results of Flood et al. (2020) show that plasmotypic variation may provide novel
phenotypes in specific genetic and enviromental contexts, research efforts have been made to
broaden the range of plasmotypic variation to be used. High-quality re-sequencing of 1.135
natural inbred lines of A. thaliana provides insights in the natural variation present (The 1001
Genome Consortium, 2016). By using phylogenetic analysis of 622 accessions of A. thaliana,
it was revealed that the cybrid panel used by Flood et al. (2020) represented less than 5%
variation (Theeuwen, unpublished). Furthermore, the results highlighed that more divergent
lineages of A. thaliana accessions are sampled from remote and isolated regions (Durvasula et
al., 2017). Genome-wide diversity levels seem to be the highest from accessions in Africa,
which seem to imply an African origin of A. thaliana instead of an Eurasian origin (Fulgione
& Hancock, 2018).
6

These new insights in the evolutionary background of A. thaliana has prompted the creation of
a new cybrid panel, consisting of four nucleotypes and 60 plasmotypes to include more genetic
variation than in the original cybrid panel of Flood et al. (2020). The nucleotypes selected are
from the accessions Columbia (Col-0), Burren (Bur-0), Cape Verde Islands (Cvi-0) and
Tanzania (Tanz-1). These four were selected for various reasons. Col-0 was selected because
the accession is widely used in research, and the availability exists of mutants of this specific
ecotype for prospective research. The Bur-0 nucleotype was selected as it allowed for more
effects from the different plasmotypes compared to the other nucleotypes used in the previous
study (Flood et al., 2020). Cvi-0 and Tanz-1 were both selected due to a high level of
phylogenetic divergence (Theeuwen, unpublished), ensuring a high level of genetic diversity
between the four selected nucleotypes. Moreover, both Cvi-0 and Tanz-1 originate from Africa,
which is debated to be the origin of Arabidopsis (Fulgione & Hancock, 2018). The 60
plasmotypes were also selected based on phylogenetic diversity and availability for acquisition
(Theeuwen, unpublished). The combination between the nucleotype and plasmotypes results
in 240 different cybrids (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Diallel of the Arabidopsis thaliana cybrid panel created by Theeuwen et al.
(unpublished). The plasmotypes are listed horizontally, while the nucleotypes are listed
vertically. The dotted slanted line between the first four cybrids highlights the four self-cybrids,
which have both wild-type plasmotype and nucleotype.
During a MSc thesis by Lawson (2020) research was conducted on the cybrid panel denoted in
figure 2 by growing them outdoors in a gauze covered tunnel in order to provide growing
conditions similar to those in the field. This setting was chosen to get a more stressful
environment when compared to a climate chamber, as heritability of the plasmotypes was
shown to be increased during more stressful environments (Flood et al., 2020). This experiment
measured 57 different phenotypes total. Of these, eleven were related to plant morphology, 43
to photosynthesis, and the remaining three were related to dry weight, number of days to
flowering and specific leaf area (Lawson, 2020). The tunnel experiment performed confirmed,
amongst other interesting results, one of the findings of Flood et al. (2020) which showed
additive effects of the Bur-0 plasmotype.
The causal genetic variation of the additive effect of the Bur-0 plasmotype is still unclear.
There is no indication of large effect mutations in the mitochondrial genome of this
plasmotype. Also, the mitochondrial respiration rates of the Bur-0 plasmotype are standard.
However, in the plastid genome four unique missense variants were observed (Flood et al.,
2020). Therefore, it seems that the additive effect is originating from the plastid genome. In
order to pinpoint the mutation responsible for the additive effect of the Bur-0 plasmotype, other
plasmotypes with the same SNPs were sought by screening approximately 1600 different
accessions (Theeuwen, unpublished). This search resulted in two accessions with the same four
SNPs and ten accessions with two SNPs. Unfortunately, the ten accessions all have the same
two SNPs. Nevertheless, by comparing the accessions with two and four SNPs, the number of
unique variants responsible for the effect could be reduced to two.
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Furthermore, the previous conducted experiments on the cybrid panel were all done by
phenotyping the plants (Lawson, 2020). Phenotyping the whole cybrid panel does provide more
insight in the plasmotypic variation present. The previous grown cybrid panel was grown in
outdoor conditions, with one measuring point measuring photosynthetic parameters of the
plants (Lawson, 2020). The Phenovator is an automated high-throughput phenotyping system
which is capable of measuring 1440 A. thaliana plants multiple time a day for photosystem II
efficiency. By using the Phenovator, differences in photosynthetic capabilities could be tracked
over time, which could provide more insight in the effect of plasmotypic variation on
photosynthesis. However, only considering phenotyping limits the insight into the underlying
mechanisms present, as it is difficult to link a biological change when only considering the
phenotype of plants. One way of revealing biological mechanisms would be to quantify gene
expression by measuring mRNA. However, gene expression does not simply correlate with
protein abundance (Muers, 2011). Since the proteome is considered the bridge between
genotype and phenotype, looking into the proteome could reveal even more about the
interactions within the cybrid panel. There are different proteomic technologies available
which have different applications and limitations, of which mass spectrometry (MS) is the
primary tool available for protein identification and characterization (Chandramouli & Qian,
2009). MS-based proteomics is suitable for identifying and quantifying proteins, their
interaction and even post-translational modifications (Olsen & Mann, 2013). One of the most
frequently used approaches in proteomics starts with proteins in a mixture being digested into
peptides which are then separated using liquid chromatography (LC). Next, high-resolution
tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) is used to identify these peptides (Kelstrup et al., 2018).
This procedure is called shotgun proteomics and allows for identification of proteins in
complex mixtures. Therefore, looking into the proteome of the cybrids by using a shotgun
proteomics approach could be the next step in connecting biological mechanisms.
The overall aim of this project is to explore the plasmotypic variation present in plants and
additionally investigate through which underlying mechanisms this variation has an effect. To
this first aim, the cybrid panel as created by Theeuwen et al. (unpublished) was grown and
phenotyped daily using the Phenovator under both normal and stressful conditions to
investigate the plasmotypic variation present. The plants were stressed through fluctuating light
and a temperature drop to increase variation. Furthermore, the additive effect shown by the
Bur-0 plasmotype was taken as a case study during this project. The Bur-0 plasmotype was
investigated to reveal the genetic cause for the effect shown. To this aim, natural accessions
were crossed having four, two or none of the unique SNPs of the Bur-0 plasmotype. These
plants were phenotyped by measuring photosynthetic parameters and additionally, the biomass
of the shoots was determined. Moreover, as plants with the Bur-0 plasmotype show a higher
photosystem II efficiency, it was investigated if this advantage would yield a higher fitness of
outdoor grown plants by measuring photosynthetic and morphological parameters, and
additionally weighting the dry weight of the shoots. Furthermore, to explore underlying
mechanisms through which plasmotypic variation has an effect, proteomic analysis was
attempted. A protocol has been modified to isolate chloroplasts from single A. thaliana plants.
The isolated chloroplasts of one plant, and a sample containing whole plant material, have been
measured using LC MS/MS.
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Materials and methods
Plants
The plants used for the experiments all belong to the species of A. thaliana. All the seeds used
were provided and created by Theeuwen et al. (unpublished). An overview of all plasmotype –
nucleotype combinations of the cybrid panel used is provided (Appendix 1). Additionally, wildtype plants of natural accessions and F1 crosses of natural accessions were used.
Seeds were pre-sowed in round petri dishes containing a piece of filter paper, wetted with
purified water. The petri dishes were stacked inside a closed plastic box, with wet paper towel
in the bottom to prevent drying out of the filter papers in the petri dishes. The box was stored
for at least four days inside a dark room of 4 °C to break the dormancy of the seeds. Afterwards,
the box was placed in a growth chamber at 22 °C and 16 hours of light for at least 24 hours.
Subsequently, the seeds were sowed.
Unless stated otherwise, seeds were sown in rockwool blocks of 4 cm x 4 cm x 4 cm, which
prior to sowing, were soaked in Hyponex nutrient solution (provided by Unifarm, WUR). On
top of the blocks a square piece of black rubber with a hole in the middle was placed and pinned
using a yellow pipet tip. The rubber is placed to prevent the growth of algae. A single seed was
placed inside the hole using a fine paint brush. The blocks were then kept inside climate
chambers (Klima, WUR) normally with 16 hours of 200 μmol/m2 s, 8 hours of no light, at
around 20 °C with a humidity of 70%. The plants were watered once a week with Hyponex
solution.
Nomenclature
Cybrids are written as NucleotypePlasmotype. So ColBur denotes a cybrid with the nucleotype of
Col, and the plasmotype of Bur-0. Crosses are written as female parent x male parent. These
crosses will have a heterozygous nucleotype, with the plasmotype of the female parent.
Phenovator runs
The Phenovator is an automated high-throughput phenotyping platform, which is capable of
screening 1440 Arabidopsis plants multiple times a day for photosynthesis, growth and spectral
reflectance at eight wavelengths (Flood et al., 2016). The Phenovator is located in a climate
chamber at Klima, WUR. The plants to be phenotyped were grown in the climate cell in which
the Phenovator is located. This allows for a controlled environment. The Phenovator is capable
of measuring plants using imaging with a camera that moves around the growth area of the
plants. Plants have been measured seven times a day for photosystem II efficiency and growth,
except during three days with fluctuating light. Those days the plants have only been measured
once a day. Two phenotyping runs of a population of cybrids have been performed during this
project. One run with only Col-nucleotype plants, and one run with the complete cybrid panel.
During the run with the cybrid panel the plants with Cvi-nucleotype did not germinate well and
are therefore excluded from the analysis.
The plants were grown under normal growing conditions with a 12 hour dark, 12 hour light
cycle. During the eighteenth day of growth, fluctuating light conditions were started for three
days. Every twenty minutes, the light switched between 500 μmol/m2/s and 100 μmol/m2/s,
except during measurements. Only one measurement was performed during these days, during
one hour. After the fluctuating light period, the temperature was decreased to from 20 °C to 12
°C during the day, and from 18 °C to 6 °C in the night.
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Col-nucleotype
The cybrids with a Col-nucleotype (60 genotypes) have been grown and phenotyped using the
Phenovator. For this experiment, 24 replicates have been grown in eight blocks using a
complete random block design. Each block therefore contains three replicas of each genotype.
Whole cybrid panel
All available cybrids (Appendix 1) were sown in six replicates and phenotyped using the
Phenovator. The unavailable cybrids were replaced with the WT accession of that specific
nucleotype. This way, all available plots were utilized to ensure a balanced design.
Data analysis
The data obtained after the phenotyping rounds first has been batched into csv-files by using
the ‘TTI.exe’ program, which has been specifically created for the analysis of data produced
using the Phenovator. The analysis has been performed according to instructions of the manual
(Kawakami, 2017). This has been done for both PAM and Mask data. This data was manually
merged together into a single csv-file which has been used for further analysis.
The obtained data was analyzed using Rstudio (version 1.3.1093). First, outliers of the data
were detected. For the Col population this was done on PAM puls data, while for the whole
population it was done on Mask data. It was done by calculating the standard deviation per
genotype at their 17th growth day and afterwards selecting individual plants which deviated
more than 2 standard deviations for the Col-nucleotype panel, and 1.5 standard deviation for
the whole cybrid panel. The measurements of these plants were then changed to NA for all days
to exclude them for the analysis. As the Cvi-nucleotype plants did not grow well, these plants
were also excluded from the analysis.
The two datasets were merged together using Microsoft excel. Some timepoints were missing
between the two datasets due to technical problems. Those timepoints were deleted to equalize
the timepoints. The dataset was analyzed to determine plasmotype variation. The KenwardRoger approach was used in a linear mixed model (Equation 1). The block number and the
position within the block (x- and y-coordinate), the image position of the camera of the
Phenovator and experiment number were tested for significance as random factors. As all
plants had the Col nucleotype, nucleotype was not included in the equation. When comparing
single experiments, only Col nucleotype plants were considered, so the same equation without
the experiment parameter was used (Equation 2). The lme4 package for R was used for fitting
the model, whereby the model underwent ANOVA analysis (Bates, Mächler, Bolker, &
Walker, 2015).
Y = Plasmotype + Image position + Block + x-coordinate + y-coordinate + experiment + 𝜖
Equation 1: Linear model used for the ANOVA and the Kenward Roger adjustment on the
data. The underlined parameters are random terms and the epsilon denotes the residual
variance.
Y = Plasmotype + Image position + Block + x-coordinate + y-coordinate + 𝜖
Equation 2: Linear model used for the ANOVA and the Kenward Roger adjustment on the
data. The underlined parameters are random terms and the epsilon denotes the residual
variance.
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For each plasmotype the best linear unbiased estimate (BLUEs) was calculated. A BLUE is a
statistic used to approximate the populations mean. The BLUES are calculated using the lme4
package. Additionally, a Dunnett’s test was performed to compare the Bur-plasmotype to the
other plasmotypes for significant differences with an alpha of 0.05.
Genetic cause of the additive Bur-0 plasmotype
During this experiment F1 crosses from six different A. thaliana accessions (Tanz, Reuv, Bur,
NL1467, NL2373 and NL332) (Table 1), the six wild types and three cybrids (ColBur, ColBor,
ColTanz) and wild-type Col, were sowed in twelve replicates in a random block design
consisting of twelve blocks with a five by eight grid. The six accessions were chosen based on
the number of distinct SNPs corresponding to the four distinct SNPs in the Bur-plastid genome,
their plastid genome contains. One accession with four SNPs was chosen in addition to Bur
(NL_1467), two with the same two SNPs (NL_332 and NL_2372) and two without any of the
distinct SNPs (Tanz and Reuv) (Table 1). The crossing of Tanz x Reuv did not germinate and
was therefore replaced with Col wildtype. 39 different genotypes were grown in total. Only the
crosses and the six wildtype parents of the crosses were considered during the data analysis of
the plants. The other four were added to ensure a balanced block design in which each block
contains one replicate of all genotypes.

Female parent
(Plasmotype
donor)

Table 1: Crossing schedule of the A. thaliana accessions used. The grey blocks indicate selfcrosses, which are excluded from this experiment. Instead, the WT-accessions were sowed. The
light-grey block indicates the Tanz-Reuv crossing, which was not germinated and therefore
excluded from the experiment.
Male parent
# SNP Bur
NL_146 NL_332 NL_2373 Reuv Tanz
7
Bur
4
NL_1467 4
NL_332
2
NL_2373 2
Reuv
0
Tanz
0
The plants were grown in a climate chamber at light conditions of 250 μmol/m2 s, and at the
start of the seventeenth growing day, fluctuating light conditions were started. During the 16
hours of light per day, every twenty minutes the light intensity switched between 100 and 400
μmol/m2 s. These plants were grown for twenty days and measured using the PlantScreen
System (see section ‘PlantScreen System’ below). Plants were placed in trays (twenty plants
per tray), which were put into the PlantScreen System. One block of plants was measured using
two different trays. The measurement of one tray took approximately five minutes. To reduce
variation caused by the time difference of measuring, each block contained all 39 genotypes.
Afterwards, the plants were put back into the climate chamber to continue growing under
fluctuating light conditions. The shoot of the plants was harvested at their 34th day of growth,
to determine the dry weight. The shoots were dried in a stove at 70 °C for at least two days
before weighting.
Data analysis
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All data analysis steps were performed using the software Rstudio (version 1.3.1093). Raw
fluorescence data obtained from the PlantScreen System was analyzed using a script to
calculate 43 photosynthetic parameters per plant (Theeuwen, unpublished). Afterwards, the
parameter weight was added, which contains the weights of the dry biomass in grams. The
cybrids grown during this experiment were excluded from the analysis. All subsequent
analyses were performed for all the 44 phenotypes.
Plants were divided based on 50% of their accession. For example, the crossing Bur x Tanz
would be classified in both the Bur as the Tanz groups. Then, the plants were divided based on
their plasmotype in a variable called ‘test’. The Bur x Tanz crossing would have the test
variable ‘plasmotype’ in the Bur group, and the test variable ‘nucleotype’ in the Tanz group.
A linear model was used to fit on the data in which the ‘test’ and block effect were considered
(Equation 3). The interaction between the nucleotype and plasmotype was omitted from the
model due to the heterozygous nature of the nucleotypes. An R script was used to perform an
ANOVA on the produced data (Theeuwen, unpublished).
Y = Test + Block + 𝜖
Equation 3: Linear model used for the ANOVA and the Kenward Roger adjustment on the
data. The underlined parameters are random terms and the epsilon denotes residual variance.
A Tukey test was used to calculate statistical differences between groups and correct for
multiple testing. A comparison was made between the variation explained by 50% of the
genotype (as F1 plants contain 50% of the genotype of both parents) and 50% genotype with
plasmotype as an extra explaining parameter.
PlantScreen System
The PlantScreen System is a machine which can be used for the phenotyping of twenty A.
thaliana plants at the same time. A protocol is selected, which will be used for measurement
of raw fluorescence data. The raw fluorescence data can be processed using an Rstudio script
to calculate 43 different parameters related to photosynthesis (Theeuwen, unpublished).
Additionally, the PlantScreen System is able to measure morphological parameters. It can
measure the area in mm, eccentricity, compactness, isotropy, roundness, perimeter in mm, and
different amounts of RGB coloration.
Cybrids in outdoor conditions
In order to grow genetically modified plants in outdoor conditions, a gauze covered tunnel
(Unifarm, WUR) was used. The gauze material of the tunnel is largely penetrable by rainwater,
sunlight and wind which will provide similar conditions as outdoors. Inside the tunnel
photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) readings were taken. Additionally, the pots the plants
were grown were also chosen to mimic outdoor conditions. The plants were grown in plastic
pots of 7 cm * 7 cm * 17 cm to prevent limitations in rooting, and they were grown in an equal
mixture of sand and soil. The sand was added to create a nutrient-poor soil, to create similar
conditions as those of natural occurring A. thaliana. Three seeds were sown per pot, and after
27 days of growing two plants were removed to have one plant per pot.
For this experiment cybrids with two nucleotypes, Col and Bur, and nine different plasmotypes,
Bur, C24, Tanz, Cvi, Ws-4, Ler, Shah, Col and Ely were grown (Table 2). Wild type Col and
Bur were grown as controls. The plants were grown in a complete random block design
consisting of 12 blocks, with each 40 plants. In one block a genotype occurs two times to ensure
a balanced design.
12

Table 2: Overview of the genotypes of the
growing in a natural environment.
Plant
Nucleotype
Plasmotype
Cybrid
Col
Bur
C24
Tanz
Cvi
Ws-4
Ler
Shah
Col
Ely
Cybrid
Bur
Col
C24
Tanz
Cvi
Ws-4
Ler
Shah
Bur
Ely
Wildtype
Bur
Bur
Wildtype
Col
Col

plants used for the experiment testing cybrids
Control
Self-cybrid
Negative control
Self-cybrid
Negative control
No treatment
No treatment

These plants were measured in the PlantScreen System at their 75th growth day. Afterwards
they were transported back to the tunnel to continue growing. The shoots of the plants were
harvested at their 88th day of growth, just before they initiated flowering. The shoots were dried
for at least two days in a stove at 60 °C before determining their weight.
Data analysis
The obtained data was analyzed using RStudio (version 1.3.1093). Before the analysis, outliers
per genotype were removed using a script (Theeuwen, unpublished). This script excludes plants
who differed more than 1.5 standard deviation from the mean in size, based on the number of
pixels measured in the PlantScreen System. These outlier plants were excluded from all
analyzes, by changing the measurements to NA.
Raw fluorescence data obtained from the PlantScreen System was analyzed using a script to
calculate 43 photosynthetic parameters per plant (Theeuwen, unpublished). Afterwards, an
extra column with the parameter weight was added, which contains the weights of the dry
biomass in grams. Additionally, twenty parameters related to plant morphology measured in
the PlantScreen System were added. All subsequent analyses were performed on these 64
phenotypes.
The dataset was analyzed to determine plasmotype-nucleotype interactions. The KenwardRoger approach was used in a linear mixed model (Equation 4). The block number and the
position within the block (x- and y-coordinate) were tested for significance as random factors.
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The lme4 package for R was used for fitting the model, whereby the model underwent ANOVA
analysis (Bates et al., 2015).
Y = Nucleotype + Plasmotype + (Nucleotype*Plasmotype) + Block + x-coordinate + ycoordinate + 𝜖
Equation 4: Linear model used for the ANOVA and the Kenward Roger adjustment on the
data. The underlined parameters are random terms and the epsilon denotes residual variance.
Proteomics
Proteomic analysis was performed on the chloroplasts and the whole proteome of a five-weekold Col-WT plant. First, the chloroplasts of the plant were isolated and purified. The isolated
chloroplasts were then frozen at -20 C in washing buffer until further prepared for proteomic
analysis. The whole plant sample has been made from the sample before separating it on the
Percoll gradient (Moyet, Salvi, Tomizioli, Seigneurin-Berny, & Rolland, 2018).The
preparation of the samples was done according to the protein aggregation capture (PAC)
protocol (Boeren, unpublished). The concentration of the two samples was kept as similar as
possible during the PAC protocol. In order to obtain this, the whole plant sample was ten times
diluted before sample preparation. For the measurement of the samples, the Q Exactive HF-X
(liquid chromatography mass spectrometer (LC-MS/MS)) was used to precisely measure a
large range of peptides present in the two samples.
Chloroplast extraction
For the chloroplast extraction the first part of a protocol for obtaining membrane fractions from
Arabidopsis chloroplasts was used (Moyet et al., 2018), which was adjusted and optimized for
a smaller quantity of leaf material. For this reason, the following changes were made to the
protocol. Instead of 400 to 500 grams of leaf material, only a single Arabidopsis plant of three
to four weeks old was used per sample. The aboveground biomass of Arabidopsis plants of that
age has a fresh weight of approximately one gram or less.
Instead of grinding the plant material in a blender, a mortier and pestle was used. First, the
plant was cut up in tiny pieces in 5 mL of grinding buffer using a sterile razor blade and
tweezers to hold the plant. These pieces and the buffer were then transferred to the mortier and
grinded for a few seconds. The fluid was pipetted using a cut pipet tip to prevent rupture of the
chloroplasts and filtered through two layers of miracloth.
Instead of 50 mL tubes, 5 mL tubes were used. An ultracentrifuge with an SW55 Ti swinging
bucket rotor from Beckman coulter was used (Department of Virology, WUR). The runtime
and rcf used were unchanged from the protocol. For the calculation of the rcf, the rAV of the
rotor was used. After the extraction, the chloroplasts were kept in washing buffer and frozen at
-20 °C until used.
The obtained protein concentration was determined using a 96 wells plate Bradford assay
according to the protocol of supplier of the assay (Sigma-aldrich, 2011). The protein standard
range used was made with bovine serum albumin (BSA) diluted in the same washing buffer
used to store the protein. The concentration range used was 0.1 – 1.4 mg/mL protein, and pure
washing buffer was used as a blanc. The range was pipetted in triplo.
SDS-PAGE analysis of the purified chloroplast and whole plant samples were performed
according to the original protocol (Moyet et al., 2018).
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Results
Phenovator runs
This experiment was performed to gain insight int the plasmotypic variation present in the
cybrid panel. The Phenovator is able to phenotype 1440 A. thaliana plants multiple times a day
for photosystem II efficiency. During this project two populations have been phenotyped using
the Phenovator. One population, hereafter called experiment 1, contained only Col-nucleotype
cybrids. The other run, to which will be referred as experiment 2, consisted of all four
nucleotypes, but only the Col-nucleotype will be considered in this result section. However,
due to the low replica number used during this experiment, conclusions based on this dataset
alone remain unreliable. Additionally, to the two described datasets, the two datasets also have
been combined into a combined dataset.
The heritability of the plasmotype is calculated for experiment 1 and 2 and for the combined
dataset. The Ely plasmotype is not considered during this analysis, due to the large effect
mutation in the Ely plasmotype which will increase the heritability score of the plasmotype
parameter. The figure shows both the day conditions within the climate chamber (Figure 3A),
as wel as the heritabilities (Figure 3B). The heritabilities of Exp 1 and the combined dataset
show a similar pattern, of which Exp 1 shows a higher average value. The heritabilities of all
three datasets show a peak at their 22nd day of growth, which is contemporary with the
temperature drop inside the growth chamber (Figure 3). Furthermore, the heritabilities of the
plasmotype of the combined dataset are much lower than those of the separate datasets.
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Figure 3: A. Schematic daytime light and temperature conditions in the climate chamber
during the experiment. The fluctuating light shown is a simplification, as light switched every
twenty minutes. B. Heritability of the plasmotype per day of the experiment. The heritability is
calculated per separate experiment, and the combined data. ‘Exp 1’ denotes the population
with only Col-nucleotype, ‘exp 2’ the whole cybrid population (only Col-nucleotype
considered) and ‘combined’ the combined dataset.
In order to visualize the variation within the plasmotypes, a principal component analysis
(PCA) has been performed on the BLUEs of the plasmotypes (Figure 4). The Ely plasmotype
was excluded from this analysis, due to its large effect mutation. This would result in the Ely
plasmotype being an outlier, reducing the resolution of the figure. The PCA for day 15 to 21
shows 77% variation from PC1, and 10.4% from PC2 (Figure 4A). Day 15 to 21 included the
fluctuating light treatment but excluded the reduction in temperature. There is no clear
clustering shown of the plasmotypes. The PCA of day 21 to 25 shows 90.3% variation from
PC1, and only 4.3% variation from PC2 (Figure 4B). Day 21 to 25 are after the fluctuating
light treatment and include the temperature drop. In this PCA there is also no clear clustering
visible. However, it is notable that IP-Cot-0 clearly separated from the other plasmotypes.
Furthermore, IP-Lso-0, ET2 and Rabacal-2 seem to cluster together on the left side of the
graph, while RRS-7 does not seem to cluster with any plasmotype.
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Figure 4: PCA of the BLUEs of the plasmotypes of the cybrid panel, excluding the Ely
plasmotype. A. The used BLUEs are day 15 to 21. B. BLUEs used of day 21 to 25.
In order to investigate significant different plasmotypes, a Dunnett’s test has been performed
for all three datasets, with the Bur-0 plasmotype as a control against all other 59 plasmotypes,
including the Ely plasmotype. The Bur-0 plasmotype was chosen as a control as it is the
highest, or amongst the highest when looking at the BLUEs of all timepoints of the datasets.
The figure shows both the conditions within the climate chamber as the number of significant
differences (alpha of 0.05). The significant differences of experiment 1 and the combined
dataset seem very similar in pattern, although the combined dataset shows more significant
differences of the two. Experiment 2 shows less significant differences overall, with the
exception of one timepoint (Figure 5B). The plot shows an increase in significant plasmotypes
for all three datasets contemporary to the temperature drop in the climate chamber (Figure 5).
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Figure 5: A. Schematic daytime light and temperature conditions in the climate chamber
during the experiment. The fluctuating light shown is a simplification, as light switched every
twenty minutes. B. Total number of significant different plasmotypes (p-value of 0.05) from the
Bur-plasmotype per day of the experiment. The heritability is calculated per separate
experiment, and the combined data. ‘Exp 1’ denotes the population with only Col-nucleotype,
‘exp 2’ the whole cybrid population (only Col-nucleotype considered) and ‘combined’ the
combined dataset.
A more detailed look into the Dunnett’s test is given for day 22.44, which is the day with the
most significant differences for both the combined dataset as the data from the Col nucleotype
population (Figure 6). An asterisk above a bar denotes a plasmotype that differs significant
from the Bur plasmotype, while the error bars represent the standard error per plasmotype.
Almost all plasmotypes show a lower photosystem II efficiency compared to Bur. It shows 26
significantly different plasmotypes for the combined dataset (Figure 6A), 25 significant
plasmotypes in experiment 1 dataset (Figure 6B), and only one for the whole cybrid population
dataset (Figure 6C). The Panke-1 and WT plasmotypes are notable, as those are only
significant in the combined dataset, but not in the separate datasets.
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Figure 6: Significantly plasmotypes compared against the Bur plasmotype. An asterisk denotes
a significant difference against the Bur-0 plasmotype with an alpha of 0.05. The error bars
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denote the standard error within the plasmotype. A. The combined dataset. B. The Col
nucleotype only population. C. The whole cybrid panel (only Col nucleotype considered).
Genetic cause of the additive Bur-0 plasmotype
To investigate the genetic cause of the additive effect shown by the Bur-0 plasmotype, an
experiment was designed in which natural accessions containing SNPs in their plastid genome
corresponding to the Bur-0 plasmotype were used. In this experiment reciprocal F1 crosses of
A. thaliana were used, of which self-crosses were excluded. Due to having reciprocal crosses,
two groups could be made with the same nucleotype, but a different plasmotypes. These two
groups were compared using a t-test to see the effect of the plasmotype. The plasmotypes of
Bur and NL1467 both have four distinct SNPs, NL2373 and NL332 both have two out of the
four SNPs, and Reuv-0 and Tanz have none of the four SNPs. In the crossing scheme 30
different genotypes were used in total. To measure the phenotype caused by the Bur-0
plasmotype on photosynthesis, the plants were measured using the PlantScreen System, which
measured 43 different phenotypes related to photosynthesis. Additionally, to investigate a
possible effect on biomass, the shoots of the plants were harvested, of which the dry weight
was measured.
To mimic dynamic light conditions, the efficiency of photosystem II has been measured before
and after high light conditions, which results in the parameter ‘act_vs_low_FqFm_2’. When
looking at the subplots, both the 50% Bur-0 (Figure 7A) and the 50% NL1467 (Figure 7B)
show differences between the orange (random plasmotype) and blue (all the same plasmotype)
bars. In both subplots the blue bars are higher than the orange bars. Furthermore, it is notable
than in subplots D, E and F the plants with the Bur and NL1467 plasmotype all show the
significantly highest values.
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Figure 7: The ratio of efficiency of photosystem II measured on the plants before and after
high light conditions for each genotype. Each subplot shows plants with 50% of one of the six
used accessions. The blue bars denote the same plasmotype as 50% of the accession, while the
orange bars denote a different plasmotype. The error bars show the standard error within the
genotype, and the letters represent significant differences between genotypes (alpha of 0.05).
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A. Plants with 50% of the accession Bur-0. B. 50% of NL1467. C. 50% of NL2373. D. 50% of
NL332. E. 50% of Reuv-0. F. 50% of Tanz.
The figure containing all the genotypes is summarized into a single figure. The plants are
grouped based on 50% of their nucleotype being a specific accession, and further grouped into
the same plasmotype as the 50% accession of the nucleotype, or the plasmotype of the other
50% of their accession. Using this system, one plant will be represented in two bars. One time,
as having the same plasmotype as 50% of the accession, and one time as having the other
plasmotype. The two bars of one accession correspond to one subplot of Figure 7, which has
been summarizes in Figure 8 into two single bars. The same color scheme has been maintained
between the figures. An asterisk above two bars represents a significant difference between the
two groups (alpha is 0.05). Here, an additive effect for both the Bur-0 and the NL1467
plasmotype is shown (Figure 8). For the NL332 and Reuv-0 the nucleotype bar is significantly
higher than the nucleotype and plasmotype bars. However, those bars contain the Bur and
NL1467 plasmotypes which has shown an additive effect for this phenotype. Therefore, two
out of the six plasmotype shown an additive effect, thereby raising the nucleotype bar.

Figure 8: The efficiency of photosystem II before and after high light conditions. The plants
all have a heterozygous nucleotype. The orange bar represents plants with a random
plasmotype, while the blue bar represents plants with the same nucleotype as on the x-axis. An
asterisk represents a significant difference between the two treatments, based on a Kenwardroger approach and an alpha of 0.05. The error bars denote the standard error within the
genotypes.
To assess the effect of an increased photosystem II efficiency, the biomass of the plants was
measured by harvesting the shoots of the plants just before they started to flower. The plants
were dried in a stove for two days before measuring their dry weights. When looking at all the
genotypes, a lot of variation is seen for each genotype (Figure 9). None of the subplots show a
very clear difference between the orange (random plasmotype) and blue (all the same
plasmotype) bars, except for the 50% Tanz plot (Figure 9F). There, three of the four plants
with the Tanz plasmotype show a significant lower biomass.
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Figure 9: The dry weights of shoots of the genotypes. Each subplot shows plants with 50% of
one of the six used accessions. The blue bars denote the same plasmotype as 50% of the
accession, while the orange bars denote a different plasmotype. The error bars show the
standard error within the genotype, and the letters represent significant differences between
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genotypes (alpha of 0.05). A. Plants with 50% of the accession Bur-0. B. 50% of NL1467. C.
50% of NL2373. D. 50% of NL332. E. 50% of Reuv-0. F. 50% of Tanz.
The figure containing all the genotypes is also summarized into a single figure to show the
plasmotype effect. This summarized figure only shows the Tanz plasmotype to have a
significantly lower biomass (Figure 10).

Figure 10: The dry weights of the shoot of the plants in grams. The plants all have a
heterozygous nucleotype. The orange bar represents plants with a random plasmotype, while
the blue bar represents plants with the same nucleotype as on the x-axis. An asterisk denotes a
significant difference between the two treatments, based on a Kenward-roger approach and an
alpha of 0.05. The error bars denote the standard error within the treatment.
Cybrids in outdoor conditions
The effects size of the Bur-0 plasmotype is small and seems to be more pronounced during and
after changes in fluctuating light. Here, an experiment was performed to investigate if the Bur0 plasmotype gives plants an advantage under semi-natural circumstances. In this experiment,
cybrids with nine different nucleotypes (Col, Bur, C24, Tanz, Cvi, Ws-4, Ler, Shah, and Ely),
combined with two plasmotypes (Col and Bur-0) were grown in outside conditions during the
autumn and winter of 2020/2021. The outside conditions were created by growing cybrids in a
mixture of sand with soil and inside a gauze covered tunnel, which was penetrable by sunlight
and rainwater. These plants were measured using the PlantScreen System at their 75th day of
growth, which measured 43 different phenotypes related to photosynthesis. Additionally, the
dry weights of the shoots, just before the first plants started to flower at their 88th growth day,
were measured.
The recovery of photosystem II induction under low light conditions is shown for the individual
cybrids, and for only the plasmotype effect (Figure 11) An asterisk denotes a significant
difference between the plasmotypes for a specific nucleotype with an alpha of 0.05 (Figure
11A). The error bars represent the standard error per cybrid (Figure 11A), or per plasmotype
(Figure 11B). The plasmotype effect of the recovery of photosystem II induction under low
light conditions shows significant differences for seven out of the nine nucleotypes, in which
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the Bur plasmotype results in a higher photosystem II recovery compared to the Col plasmotype
(Figure 11A). A significant effect is also shown for the Bur plasmotype when only considering
the plasmotypes (Figure 11B).

Figure 11: The additive effect on the recovery of photosystem II induction under low light
conditions. A. The additive effects compared within nucleotypes. An asterisk denotes a
significant difference between the two plasmotypes per nucleotype with a p-value of 0.05. B.
The additive effects compared per plasmotype, based on the whole experimental population.
Two asterisks denote a significant difference between the plasmotypes with a p-value of 0.05.
The error bars denote the standard error within the genotype.
For the effect of the plasmotypes on the size of the plants the dry weight of the shoots was
measured. The shoots of the plants were harvested just before they started to flower at their
88th day of growth. In combination with specific nucleotypes (Ely, Ler and Shah) a difference
is seen for plasmotype variation. For Ely the Bur-0 plasmotype seems to increase the biomass,
while for Ler and Shah the Col plasmotype is shown to result in a higher biomass (Figure 12A).
The weight did not show an additive effect between the plasmotypes (Figure 12B).
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Figure 12: The additive effect of the plasmotypes on the total biomass of the shoot of the plants
at 88th day of growth in grams. A. The additive effects compared within nucleotypes. An asterisk
denotes a significant difference between the two plasmotypes per nucleotype with a p-value of
0.05. B. The additive effects compared per plasmotype, based on the whole experimental
population. Two asterisks denote a significant difference between the plasmotypes with a pvalue of 0.05. The error bars denote the standard error within the genotype.
Besides the weight of the shoots, the area of the rosettes of the plants was measured at their
75th growth day using the PlantScreen System to get an indication about the size of the plants.
Similar to the weight graph, in the Ely nucleotype the Bur-0 plasmotype seems to increase the
area, while for the Ler and Shah nucleotype the Col plasmotype is shown to result in a bigger
area (Figure 13A). No significant differences were seen between the effects of the plasmotypes
(Figure 13B). Although this phenotype shows the same significant differences as the weight
graph, the error bars of the area graph are smaller than those of the weight graph, which
indicates less variation.
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Figure 13: The additive effect of the plasmotypes on the area of the rosettes in mm. A. The
additive effects compared within nucleotypes. An asterisk denotes a significant difference
between the two plasmotypes per nucleotype with a p-value of 0.05. B. The additive effects
compared per plasmotype, based on the whole experimental population. Two asterisks denote
a significant difference between the plasmotypes with a p-value of 0.05. The error bars denote
the standard error within the genotype.
Proteomics
In order to gain insight in the biological mechanisms through which plasmotypic variation
takes an effect, proteomic analysis was performed. For A. thaliana, an average LC MS/MS
analysis will generate a measurement of approximately 2000 proteins. To maximize the
insights on photosynthetic differences, proteomic analysis was attempted on chloroplasts. To
this aim, chloroplast isolation has been performed on single A. thaliana plants, to obtain
samples suitable for LC MS/MS analysis. This has been done by separating whole leaf samples
on a Percoll gradient using an ultracentrifuge. The sample gets separated into three parts, the
broken chloroplasts and mitochondria, the whole chloroplasts and directly below that phase,
the nuclei and other cell debris (Figure 14). The phase containing the broken chloroplasts and
mitochondria shows a darker green color, indicating a higher concentration of contents
compared to the phase containing intact chloroplasts.

Figure 14: Percoll separated whole plant sample. The sample is separated into broken
chloroplasts with mitochondria, intact chloroplasts and nuclei with cell debris.
In order to qualify the obtained chloroplast sample, SDS-PAGE has been performed on the
chloroplast sample compared to the whole plant sample. The same amount of sample was
loaded in each slot for both the chloroplasts as the whole plant sample. The bands of the
chloroplast samples are very faint, and due to unavailability of proper SDS-PAGE imaging
apparatus, almost not visible in the image (Figure 15A). However, the red arrows indicate the
position of the bands. The SDS-PAGE analysis of the whole plant sample shows bands at
approximately the same height as the chloroplast samples (Figure 15B).
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Figure 15: A. SDS-PAGE analysis of the chloroplast samples. The bands are indicated with
the red arrows. B. SDS-PAGE analysis of the whole plant samples.
Two samples have been measured using the Q-Exactive, which is a machine for performing
LC MS/MS (Kelstrup et al., 2018). The two samples were made from the same five-week-old
Col-WT plant. One of the samples only contained chloroplasts, while the other sample
contained whole plant material. 117 different proteins were measured in total, of which ten
were contaminants instead of A. thaliana proteins (Appendix 2). The protein concentration of
the samples was measured in both label free quantification (LFQ) as in iBAQ. Both
quantification units are normalized. LFQ is used when comparing between samples, and iBAQ
within a sample. When comparing the two samples, the overall measured proteins do not seem
to differ very much (Figure 16). The proteins are ordered from most abundant to least abundant
in the figure. The first 85 measured proteins show almost no variation between samples. The
less abundant proteins do show more variation, 33 proteins are absent from the chloroplast
sample compared to the whole plant sample when looking at the LFQ values (Figure 16A).
However, when looking at the iBAQ values, only 8 proteins are lacking from the chloroplast
samples (Figure 16B).
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Figure 16: Relative number of proteins measured in the chloroplast and the whole plant
sample. On the x-axis the protein number is used. Proteins with a LFQ of 0 were not measured
in that specific sample. A. Relative number of proteins based on label-free quantification
(LFQ). B. Relative protein number based on the iBAQ of the samples.
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Discussion
The main aim of this project was to explore the plasmotypic variation in plants and investigate
through which underlying biological mechanism or pathways this variation takes an effect. For
this, connecting causal genetic differences to phenotypes is an important step. Therefore, the
additive effect of the Bur-0 plasmotype is taken as a case study during this project. Efforts were
made to investigate the genetic cause of the additive effect shown by this plasmotype. To this
mean, a reciprocal crossing design was made. Additionally, the effect of the Bur-0 plasmotype
was investigated under natural circumstances, by growing cybrids in outside conditions. As
previous results showed an increased photosynthetic II efficiency of plants with the Bur-0
plasmotype, especially during fluctuating light conditions, it was hypothesized that the Bur-0
plasmotype would give the plants a higher fitness compared to plants without this plasmotype
in a natural environment. Although it was shown that the plants with the Bur-0 plasmotype had
a significantly higher photosynthesis efficiency, this did not directly translate bigger shoots.
However, epistatic effects on the shoot biomass were observed during this experiment.
Furthermore, two population of cybrids with the Col-nucleotype have been investigated using
the Phenovator. These experiments show some insights in combining different datasets. Lastly,
proteomic analysis of Arabidopsis plants was attempted during this project. However, this
technique was not yet used to reveal plasmotypic variation of cybrids.
Phenovator runs
Two populations of cybrids were grown in the Phenovator during this project. The Phenovator
is able to measure photosystem II efficiency of 1440 A. thaliana plants multiple times a day
(Flood et al., 2016). This makes it possible to track changes throughout time. This could give
additional information compared to measurements in the PlantScreen System, which only
measures at one timepoint. However, the PlantScreen System is able to measure additional
phenotypes compared to the Phenovator. During the experiments using the Phenovator, the
plants were grown inside a climate chamber, and additional stresses were introduced. This was
done by introducing fluctuating light for three days, and afterwards cool the climate chamber
from 20 °C to 12 °C during daytime, and 18 °C to 6 °C during nights.
The first run consisted of cybrids with only the Col-nucleotype. The second run contained the
whole cybrid panel. Of these plants, the part with the Cvi-nucleotype did not germinate well,
and most of these plants died. Therefore, all measurements of plants with the Cvi-nucleotype
were excluded from the analysis. The Col-nucleotype panel contained 24 replicas per genotype,
while the whole panel only contained six replicas per genotype. It was chosen to merge the two
datasets to increase the statistical power due to low replica number of the second dataset, but
additionally, to see if observed effects are really due to plasmotypic variation and not due to
random effects. It was chosen to eliminate the nucleotype as an extra factor, and only consider
plants with the Col-nucleotype. When merging the data of the two measured populations, some
timepoints did not occur in both datasets due to technical issues. Those timepoints were
excluded, as the used linear mixed model contained an experiment parameter, which needs data
for both experiments. This resulted in the reduction from 174 to 100 timepoints. The reduction
of the data was mainly at the beginning, or at the end of the measurements. The measurements
at the beginning of the experiment are not very important, as the plants are still very small.
Most growth days still contain at least one measurement, with the exception of three days. As
it is not expected to see big differences within days, the reduction of data is not expected to
hamper data interpretation.
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To visualize the effect of the plasmotypes on the variation observed during the Phenovator
runs, variance components have been calculated to show where the variation observed derives
from. Variance components have been calculated for the position in the blocks, the block, the
image position within the camera and the plasmotype. For the combined dataset the experiment
was added as an additional variable. As the plasmotype variation is a genetic effect, the
variance component of the plasmotype is the heritability of the plasmotype (Falconer &
Mackay, 1996). The heritability of the plasmotypes was calculated for the datasets with and
without the Ely-plasmotype. The Ely plasmotype contains a large effect mutation in the psbA
gene within the plastid genome, that results in a lower photosystem II efficiency (El-Lithy et
al., 2005). This plasmotype is therefore used a control, as it always results in the lowest
photosystem II efficiency. However, when calculating heritability with a dataset containing the
Ely plasmotype, the heritability of the plasmotypes could be overestimated as heritability is a
population dependent variable, and the Ely plasmotype causes a lot of variation for a given
phenotype. Therefore, the Ely plasmotype is excluded from the data when considering
plasmotype heritability.
When looking at the heritabilities of the plasmotype, the heritabilities throughout the days show
a similar pattern for experiment 1 (the Col-nucleotype experiment) and the combined dataset
(Figure 3B). However, although the pattern is similar, the heritability in the combined dataset
is lower than in experiment 1. In the combined dataset, the variation explained by the
experiment ranged from 39.6% to 95.4%, with an average of 76.1% in all 100 measuring points.
While the variation of the plasmotype ranged from 0.02% to 1.1% with an average of 0.4%
(Appendix 5). For experiment 1 and experiment 2 (the whole cybrid population), the average
heritability of the plasmotype is respectively 3.9% (Appendix 3) and 2.6% (Appendix 4). As
the model used for calculating the variance components of both the Col nucleotype population
and the whole cybrid panel does not contain the experiment as a variable, the heritabilities of
the plasmotypes are therefore probably higher on average. Additionally, when analyzing the
data obtained during the experimental run with the Col-nucleotype cybrids, spatial data was
visualized. When looking at this spatial data, there seems to be a clear line which coincides
with the tables the plants are grown in (Appendix 6). This could be a possible difference in
watering between the two tables. This probably also contributes to the high variance component
of the experimental parameter, as that will explain a major part of observed variation. However,
during a previous performed experiment using cybrids measured by the Phenovator, the
heritability of the plasmotype varied from 0% to 0.85% with an average of 0.24% (Flood et al.,
2020). The cybrid panel used by Flood et al. (2020) consisted of a combination of seven
nucleotypes with seven plasmotypes, while during the project described in this report 60
different plasmotypes were used and only one nucleotype. Although the obtained average
heritability of the plasmotype during this project seems rather low at 0.4%, the value does
conform to the obtained average heritability of Flood et al. (2020) of 0.24%.
Although the average heritability shown by the plasmotypes is rather small, the effect of a
specific plasmotype could still be sizeable, as illustrated previously by the additive effect on
photosystem II efficiency by the Bur-0 plasmotype (Lawson, 2020). Therefore, more
plasmotypic effects could still be discovered regardless the low observed heritabilities. To see
whether there are differences between plasmotypes for photosystem II efficiencies the best
linear unbiased estimators (BLUEs) were calculated per plasmotype. In general, most
plasmotypes seem to show an average phenotype, but there are a few plasmotypes that deviate
(Appendix 7). As described before Ely plasmotype was expected to show a large reduction in
ΦPSII. However, more interestingly, after the drop in temperature at day 21 the Ely plasmotype
keeps a low BLUEs value, while all other plasmotypes quickly improve their photosystem II
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efficiency. It is shown in previous research that the Ely accession, in line with other plant
species carrying the same mutation in the psbA gene, shows an increased electron transport
during low temperatures compared to other accessions without the mutation (El-Lithy et al.,
2005). Electron transport can be used as an indication of the efficiency of photosystem II, so it
indicates a better photosystem II efficiency during cold stress for the Ely accession compared
to the Ler accession. Additionally, in different species, Brassica napus and Setaria italica, it
was shown that during cold treatment yield differences between plants with and without psbA
mutation disappeared (Hart, Radosevich, & Stemler, 1992; Ricroch, Mousseau, Darmency, &
Pernes, 1987). This would indicate that plants with the Ely plasmotype can tolerate cold stress
better than plants without the Ely plasmotype. Contradictory, the BLUEs of the Ely plasmotype
do not show the quick improvement the other plasmotypes do show, which would be expected
assuming cold tolerance of the plasmotype. However, the total drop in BLUE value after the
cold stress is less for the Ely plasmotype, than of the other plasmotypes. This could be a smaller
reduction of photosystem II efficiency, which could be due to being more cold tolerant
compared to the other plasmotypes.
As the effect size of plasmotypic variation is small, BLUEs for individual timepoints make it
difficult to distill general patterns. A principal component analysis (PCA) is able to distill a
possible general pattern by fitting the data using new parameters, called principal components
(PCs). A PCA has been performed on the BLUEs of specific days of the plasmotypes. The
BLUEs of days including fluctuating light but excluding the low temperatures have been used
(Figure 4A), and BLUEs of days after fluctuating light, but including the drop in temperature
(Figure 4B). Both figures do not show a clear clustering of specific plasmotypes, which
indicates that the plasmotypes are not very different. This is unsurprising, as the differences
between plasmotypes were shown in a previous panel of cybrids to be not highly diverse (Flood
et al., 2020). However, the Bur-0 plasmotype, which was part of the panel analyzed by Flood
et al. (2020), has shown to be having an additive effect on photosystem II efficiency (Flood et
al., 2020; Lawson, 2020). In both PCA plots, the Bur-0 plasmotype is placed at the edge of the
plot. As the Bur-0 plasmotype is not placed separately, this could be an indication of more
plasmotypes of interest on the edge of the PCAs.
The 60 plasmotypes used in the cybrid panel were selected based on phylogenetic diversity
(Theeuwen, unpublished). It was aimed to create a panel which would represent a broad
diversity, which this PCA shows to be succeeded. The PCAs differ little between the two used
datasets, but the overall placing of the plasmotypes remains largely similar. For example, the
RRS-7, IP-Alm-0 and Bur-0 plasmotypes are in both figures in the right side of the figure,
while the Rabacal-2, IP-Lso-0 and ET remain in the left. The similarity between the placing of
the plasmotypes in the two PCAs, which are based on different kind of stresses, indicate
reproducibility of the clustering shown in the PCA. Moreover, the amount of variance the PCs
explain does differ between the two PCAs. During the fluctuating light, PC1 explains 77% of
the variation, while during the cold treatment, PC1 explains 90.3% of the variation. This
indicates that during the fluctuating light treatment, the variation within the plasmotypes could
be explained for 77% by one parameter (represented by PC1). Thus, 23% of the variation
cannot be explained by one linear combination of the data. While for the cold treatment, 90.3%
of the variation is explained by PC1, indicating a high correlation between the plasmotypes.
This seems to indicate that the variation induced by the plasmotypes is more diverse during
fluctuating light, than induced by cold. This could mean that there are more genetic
mechanisms induced affecting photosynthesis during fluctuating light stress than during cold
stress. When experiencing fluctuating light, plants need to change processes that regulate
electron and proton transport, enzyme activation, and CO2 diffusion to chloroplasts, to balance
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between light use and photoprotection (Kaiser, Morales, & Harbinson, 2018). While the
response to short-term cold stress includes modifications of the thylakoid membrane system,
post-translational activation and increased expression of sucrose synthesis enzymes and Calvin
cycle enzymes and changes in the leaf protein content (Ensminger, Busch, & Huner, 2006).
Both fluctuating light stress as cold stress induce variable responses in plants. However, during
this experiment only photosystem II efficiency was measured, which limits the insight in the
modifications the plants made to adapt to cold stress, while fluctuating light stress seems to
induce a more direct response on photosynthesis. This would also explain the bigger amount
of variance explained by PC1 for cold stress.
To investigate significant differences between plasmotypes, all plasmotypes were compared to
the Bur-0 plasmotype using a Dunnett’s test. As the effect size of plasmotypic variation is
small, comparing all possible combinations of plasmotypes is expected to yield no significant
differences due to the large multiple testing correction necessary. The Bur-0 plasmotype was
chosen to compare against, as it showed the highest or was amongst the highest plasmotypes
when looking at the BLUEs for photosystem II efficiency during all experimental days. This
is also reflected by the figures showing a more in depth look in on day 22.44 (Figure 6). The
subplots show a majority of negative values compared to the Bur-0 plasmotype, confirming it
to be amongst the highest plasmotypes. Although the heritabilities for the plasmotypes seem
very low during these experiments, still a lot of significant differences are shown for the
Dunnett’s tests. The experiment with the Col-nucleotype and the combined dataset show under
stable conditions in the climate chamber already an increase in significant plasmotypes from
day 15 onwards (Figure 5). The cybrids were not subjected to any additional stresses during
those days, which makes the increase most likely due to growing differences between the
plants. During the fluctuating light conditions almost no significant plasmotypes were shown
for any of the three used datasets, which were datasets of Phenovator runs with Col nucleotype
only, whole cybrid panel and the combination of both datasets. However, the heritability of the
plasmotype is shown to be increased during the fluctuating light treatment (Figure 3). It seems
that the plasmotypes do show a response, but it does not lead to an increase in significantly
different plasmotypes. This could be due to all plasmotypes showing a similar response. The
number of significant different plasmotypes was highest during the initial drop in temperature,
after the fluctuating light treatment. At this point during the experiment the plants experienced
the most stress. This is in line with previous observations, which showed an increase in
plasmotypic variation when cybrids were stressed (Flood et al., 2020).
To get a better understanding of the significant different plasmotypes, and to compare the
significant plasmotypes between the two Phenovator runs, the day with most significant
different plasmotypes for the combined dataset is investigated. This is day 22.44, during this
day, the significant different plasmotypes for the whole cybrid panel population only shows
the Ely plasmotype as significantly different (Figure 6C), while the Col nucleotype experiment
and the whole cybrid panel show a more similar pattern with more significant different
plasmotypes (Figure 6A and 6B). When comparing the Dunnett’s test of the Col nucleotype
experiment with the combined experiment, some differences are seen. The Etna-2 plasmotype
is deemed significant in the Col only population, but in the combined dataset it is not
significant. However, both Panke-1 and Col WT plasmotypes are deemed significant in the
combined dataset, but not in the Col nucleotype experiment. Which means that the inclusion
of the data of the whole cybrid panel, which does not show any significant plasmotypes except
for Ely at that timepoint, does explain extra significance when combined. Another notable
difference is the size of the error bars. The error bars of the plots of the whole cybrid panel are
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much wider than those of the Col nucleotype experiment, or the combined dataset. This is due
to the lower replica number, which results in a wider standard error.
It was shown that the combination of the two produced datasets explained additional
significance, although the combination did reduce the heritability of the plasmotypes greatly.
The heritability is a population dependent variable. The reduction is mostly in indication that
the environment explains more variation than the plasmotypes. As only 1440 plants can be
grown and phenotyped in the Phenovator at the same time, only six replicas can be obtained
for each genotype when growing the whole cybrid panel, but 24 replicas when growing per
nucleotype. As shown in this project, the experiment factor is major factor in explained
variance. This makes comparing different experiments with different genotypes meaningless,
as it would be impossible to distinguish between a nucleotype difference or an experimental
difference. However, when only having six replicas, an effect needs to be very big to be deemed
significant. This is demonstrated when looking at the significant plasmotypes at day 22.44,
which is the day with the most significant plasmotypes of the combined dataset. However, the
whole cybrid panel, which only has six replicas, only shows the Ely plasmotype, which as
explained before contains a large effect mutation, as significant different. It was shown during
this project that repeating the experiment and combining the datasets is a valid approach to
increase statistical power. This way, more plasmotype effects can be investigated. During this
project only the Col-nucleotype was considered. Without considering other nucleotypes it is
impossible to distinguish between additive and epistatic effect between nucleotypes and
plasmotypes. Therefore, it is recommended to repeat the experiment with the whole cybrid
panel and combine the obtained data.
Genetic cause of the additive Bur-0 plasmotype
The additive effect of the Bur-0 plasmotype is shown as an increase in the efficiency of
photosystem II, and a decrease in non-photochemical quenching (NPQ) (Flood et al., 2020;
Lawson, 2020). The additive effect shown by the Bur-0 plasmotype is originating from the
plastid genome, where four unique SNPs are present (Flood et al., 2020). An experiment was
designed to decrease the number of possible unique SNPs responsible for the additive effect
from four to two. This was done by using reciprocal crosses of six accessions, which were
chosen based on the number of SNPs in the plastid genome corresponding to the four unique
SNPs of the chloroplast genome of Bur-0. One accession with the same four SNPs (NL1467),
two with the same two SNPs (NL2372 and NL332) and two without any of the unique SNPs
(Tanz and Reuv). The measurement of the recovery of photosystem II under low light
conditions show the same additive effect for the Bur-0 and NL1467 plasmotype. This could be
a strong indicator that of the four private SNPs present in both plasmotypes, one of the two
unique to this two plasmotypes is causal for the additive effect. However, it could also be a
possibility that the NL1467 accession contains the same plasmotype as the Bur-0 accession.
Therefore, it would be recommended to sequence the plasmotype of the NL1467 accession and
compare it to the plasmotype of Bur-0 to rule out this possibility. The two unique SNPs
remaining in the Bur-0 plasmotype are in the matK gene, and in the ndhG gene. The GO
biological process of the matK gene is RNA splicing, and the molecular function is RNAdirected polymerase activity (TAIR, 2013). While the GO biological process of ndhG gene is
photosynthesis, and the molecular function NADH dehydrogenase (ubiquinone) activity, and
NADPH dehydrogenase activity (TAIR, 2013). More specifically, the ndhG gene is related to
NPQ functioning in the thylakoid membrane (Strand, Fisher, & Kramer, 2017). As the ndhG
gene is related to photosynthesis, it is the most likely gene to cause the additive effect shown
by the Bur-0 plasmotype. However, based on the data obtained during this project it is not
possible to reject the matK gene as a candidate gene.
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By analyzing this experiment, it is not possible to further distinguish which of the two unique
SNPs present in the Bur-0 plasmotype is causal for the additive effect. In order to do so,
accessions with only one of the four unique SNPs could be used. Such an accession could be
obtained by screening A. thaliana accessions to search for an accession with only one of the
two SNPs. Furthermore, the chloroplast genome of plants could also be edited to create plants
with only one SNP. However, chloroplast transformation of A. thaliana has proven difficult
partly due to fertility problems, but new protocols are being developed (Ruf et al., 2019).
However, the protocol described by Ruf et al. is not suitable for inducing a single SNP.
Therefore, searching for a natural accession containing only one unique SNP would be
recommended. As the ndhG gene is the most likely candidate, searching for that specific SNP
would be advised.
The plants used for this experiment were reciprocal F1 plants. By crossing the plants, each
accession was used as both the male parent, as the female parent of the same cross. This way,
two different F1 plants with the same nucleotype, but different plasmotypes are produced. The
plants were grouped based on 50% of their nucleotype, which results in groups of ten plants,
which were compared to each other. However, these graphs contain six subplots, and a total of
58 bars (Tanz x Reuv F1 did not germinate). The high number of bars complicate the
interpretating of these figures. Therefore, summarizing figures were also made. The plants
were grouped based on 50% of the nucleotype, and compared to the group with the same
nucleotype, but different plasmotype. The graphs made for the experiment compared these two
groups, revealing additive effects caused by plasmotypes. However, by using this method, one
plasmotype will be compared to five different, random plasmotypes. Both the Bur-0 and
NL1467 plasmotype show an additive effect for photosystem II efficiency. When comparing
the accessions without this effect, the bar with the random plasmotype will contain the Bur-0
and NL1467 plasmotype and show a higher measurement. This aspect of the summarized
figures comparisons complicates data interpretation.
The biomass graph, however, does not show a correlation between the phenotypes and the
SNPs of the used accessions. The only significant plasmotype for biomass seems to be the Tanz
plasmotype, which shows a lower biomass. As biomass is a plant trait which is influenced by
a very large number of genes as well as environmental aspects (Lima et al., 2017), the absence
of a correlation between the distinct SNPs and an increase in biomass is therefore not
unexpected. However, the additive effect of the Bur-0 plasmotype is shown to be more
prominent under stressful conditions (Flood et al., 2020). The plants grown during this
experiment where only stressed using fluctuating light after their 17th growth day. The plants
were not subjected to any additional stresses like cold stress of drought stress. Thus, the plants
were not grown under high stress conditions, which could also contribute to the lack of
correlation found between the SNPs and biomass. A correlation was found for some of the
photosynthetic traits. Photosynthesis is also a complex trait, but with the PlantScreen System
more specific photosynthetic properties can be measured. With the used protocol in the
PlantScreen System, 43 photosynthetic parameters were measured. Additionally, with during
this experiment only the dry weight of the shoot of the plants was determined while the roots
were discarded due to the growing method of the plants. As the roots are also part of the
biomass of the plant, weighting the roots could give additional information. Moreover,
harvesting the plant is a destructive way of phenotyping, which only allows for one measuring
point. Therefore, it is not possible to track differences over time.
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Moreover, as the plants in this experiment are all F1 crosses, it is expected to see biomass
heterosis as A. thaliana is known to show this effect, but with large variation between
individual crosses (Yang et al., 2017). The increase in biomass of A.thaliana hybrids is shown
not to be related to photosynthetic rates, but to an increase in cell size and number of chloroplast
per cell (Fujimoto, Taylor, Shirasawa, Peacock, & Dennis, 2012). However, by comparing
reciprocal crosses which only differ in plasmotype, individual differences between hybrids
should be corrected. Still, epistatic effects between nucleotype and plasmotype could be
observed due to the high heterozygosity of the nuclear genome. Therefore, to eliminate possible
nuclear variation, it would be recommended to repeat this experimental set-up with cybrids
instead of reciprocal F1 crosses.
Cybrids in outdoor conditions
The additive effect of the Bur-0 plasmotype on the recovery of photosystem II is shown to be
more prominent present when the plants are experiencing stressful conditions like fluctuating
light (Flood et al., 2020), or cold stress. Plants growing in a natural environment face all kinds
of stresses. In order to investigate if the effect of the Bur-0 plasmotype would give plants an
advantage due to the more efficient photosynthesis in a natural environment, an experiment
was designed to grow cybrids in outdoor conditions. This has been achieved by growing plants
inside a gauze tunnel, which is penetrable by sunlight and rainwater. Additionally, plants were
grown in pots with a mixture of sand and soil. These pots had a depth of 17 cm to give the roots
enough space to develop, to further mimic outdoor conditions. During the experiment, only
cybrids with the Bur-0 or Col plasmotype were grown. By limiting the number of possible
plasmotypes grown, higher replicate numbers could be obtained. A higher replicate number
increases statistical power, which is useful when looking at plasmotypic variation, as that
usually results in small phenotypic changes.
The plants were sowed in at the start of October and harvested at the start of January. The
plants were measured halfway in December, at their 75th growth day using the PlantScreen
System. After their 88th growth day, the plants almost flowered, and the shoots of the plants
were harvested. Compared to the F1 crosses grown during the Bur plasmotype experiment
described previously, which were growing in a climate chamber, they grew much slower.
Those plants were measured at their 20th day of growth, and almost flowered at 36 days. The
circumstances in a climate chamber are much more stable compared to outside. A. thaliana is
described to be able to behave as both a winter and spring annual (Picó, 2012). Although many
genes are identified that alter the flowering response of A. thaliana, most accessions are capable
of behaving as both a winter or spring annual, but vary in the timing and transition between the
two life cycles (Wilczek et al., 2009). Still, it is shown that environmental factors largely
overrule genetic differences (Vidigal, He, Hilhorst, Willems, & Bentsink, 2020). Therefore, by
growing them outside from October to January, the winter life cycle is mimicked. During the
winter cycle, seeds germinate in autumn, plants overwinter as rosettes and flower in the next
spring (Picó, 2012). This explains the big differences in life cycle length of these plants
compared to climate chamber grown plants, which will grow as spring annual plants. Still,
some of the plants grown initiated flowering in January, which is still during the winter, which
does not match the winter life cycle in which plants overwinter vegetatively (Picó, 2012).
However, all plants were harvested when the first plants in the population of cybrids initiated
flowering. Therefore, it could have been possible that only a specific nucleotype would flower
during the winter. However, without repeating the experiment, no definitive conclusions can
be drawn.
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The plants grown outside showed a lot of variation in size, both between genotypes and
between blocks. Therefore, the block parameter was used as a random factor in the linear model
used to fit the data, in order to correct the observed block effect. However, it is still important
to keep this variation in mind when looking at the data. A previous performed experiment with
outdoor grown cybrids did result in more uniform plants (Lawson, 2020). However, those
plants were grown from March to May, which is a different time of the year, which resulted in
their plants mimicking the spring germinated life cycle of A. thaliana. Survival of spring
germinated A. thaliana is much higher compared to autumn germinated plants (Picó, 2012). As
A. thaliana performs better as a spring germinated plant, this could be the source of the
additional variation observed in this experiment compared to the experiment of Lawson (2020).
This experiment was performed to investigate the effect of the additive effect of the Bur-0
plasmotype on plants grown in outdoor conditions. Therefore, the outdoor grown plants were
measured using the PlantScreen System for 43 different photosynthetic parameters. The
measurements confirmed the presence of the additive effect in the cybrids having the Bur-0
plasmotype compared to the Col plasmotype. Out of the nine nucleotypes, seven show a
significantly higher value for photosystem II recovery under low light conditions. Furthermore,
when only considering the plasmotype, the Bur-0 plasmotype shows to have a higher value
compared to the Col plasmotype. It was hypothesized that plants with the Bur-0 plasmotype
would have an advantage over the plants with the Col plasmotype due to having a more
efficient photosynthesis. As a way of visualizing the possible advantage showed by the plants,
biomass of the shoots was measured. Biomass is an important plant trait related to plant yield,
and relatively easy to measure. Biomass was measured by harvesting the shoots of the plants,
just before they started to flower. However, the shoots contained a lot of sand due to the
unavailability of rubber covers. Therefore, those measurements probably have a higher
variation compared to the phenotypes measured with the PlantScreen System. However, as all
the plants contained sand, the measurements were still included in this report. The biomass
measurements show significant differences for the Ely, Ler and Shah nucleotypes. Of which
the Ely nucleotype shows a higher biomass with the Bur plasmotype, but the Ler and Shah
nucleotypes show an increase with the Col plasmotype. The plasmotype itself did not show a
significant difference for the biomass of the shoots. The measurements of the area of the
rosettes of the plants shows the same differences as the weights of the plants and also do not
reveal any additional significant differences. The error bars on the biomass plot do seem wider
compared to those of the area plot. However, as those two are different traits with different
units (grams versus millimeters), it is difficult to compare the two.
No direct correlation between the size of the plants and the Bur-0 plasmotype was observed,
just as with the F1 crosses with the Bur-0 plasmotype. However, epistatic effects seem to be
present for biomass, as an increase in total shoot biomass was observed in specific
combinations of nucleotype with the Bur-0 or Col plasmotype. The observation of positive
epistasis on leaf size, which correlates with increased shoot biomass, has been reported before
in A. thaliana (Vanhaeren et al., 2014). However, only nuclear epistatic interactions were
reported, while during this study plasmotypic epistatic effects are shown. For the Shah
nucleotype the additive effect of the Bur-0 plasmotype on photosystem II efficiency was not
significantly shown. Interestingly, this nucleotype does show a biomass increase in
combination with the Col plasmotype. However, the Ler nucleotype does show the additive
Bur-0 effect, but also shows a significant increase in biomass with the Col plasmotype.
Therefore, the additive Bur-0 effect seems to be smaller than the epistatic effect of biomass
increase. An experiment performed in tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum) does show a correlation
between a more efficient photosynthesis and a higher biomass yield under both fluctuating light
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conditions as field conditions (Kromdijk et al., 2016). In that specific experiment NPQ was
faster relaxed under fluctuating light conditions due to overexpression of three different
proteins. This leads to a faster qE reaction, as qE is rapidly reversable NPQ. This resulted in
an increase of 15% total biomass (leaf, stem and roots), compared to WT tobacco. Under
standard growth camber conditions, no difference was observed. The Bur-0 plasmotype also
shows a faster NPQ reaction (Flood et al., 2020; Lawson, 2020). However, A. thaliana does
not have any notable stem, and the roots were not taken into account during this experiment.
This could be a reason for the absence of the increase in biomass, as during the experiment of
Kromdijk et al., (2016), the biomass increase was for both the roots and the stem around 30%
compared to WT tobacco, while the effect on leaf size was a lot lower, at around 15% at highest,
and one of the treatments was even not significant. Additionally, A. thaliana has a shorter life
cycle than tobacco. A. thaliana can finish its entire life cycle in six weeks (Meinke, Cherry,
Dean, Rounsley, & Koornneef, 1998), while the life cycle of WT tobacco is longer spanning
22 weeks (Müller et al., 2018). Thus, tobacco has a longer growth period in which it can
accumulate biomass than A. thaliana, which could be an additional reason for the absence of
increase in biomass in A. thaliana. Plant biomass is a very relevant trait due to the increase in
demand of global crop production (Kromdijk & Long, 2016). Therefore, it could be interesting
to keep exploring the Bur-0 plasmotype effect on biomass, while considering more parameters
related to biomass. For example, the roots of the plants could be considered, and the ratio
between the shoots and the roots. Root biomass is a relevant plant trait for plant breeders, as
roots take up nutrients and water. Improving the root architecture is key to obtaining plants
which could grow with less fertilizer, which will increase crop yield (Herder, Van Isterdael,
Beeckman, & De Smet, 2010). However, a balance is needed between root and shoot growth
in order to prevent the root growth to not jeopardize shoot growth (Lynch, 2007). This indicates
the importance of not viewing root and shoot growth only as separate parameters, but also
consider their interaction.
Proteomics
Proteomic analysis was meant to aid in finding out how plasmotypic variation takes an effect
as the proteome is considered a bridge between genotype and phenotype. However, due to time
constrains only two samples of one Col-WT plant could be measured. For the proteomic
analysis, the Q Exactive HF-X (liquid chromatography mass spectrometer (LC-MS/MS)) was
used (Kelstrup et al., 2018). Before measuring complex protein mixtures, the sample is
proteolytic digested into peptides. This peptide mixture is analyzed by nanoscale liquid
chromatography coupled to a high-resolution tandem mass spectrometer. During these
measurements the most abundant peptides are measured first (Kelstrup et al., 2018). One
measurement run has a duration of one hour, during which roughly o around 2000 proteins will
be measured. Based on the genome sequence of the accession Columbia of A. thaliana, the
plant contains more than 35.000 different proteins (The Arabidopsis Genome Initiative, 2000).
One sample could be measured multiple times to increase coverage of the proteome present.
However, this goes at cost of measuring multiple samples, which decreases statistical power.
Thus, a balance is needed in which enough statistical power is obtained by having enough
replicas, but enough of the proteome is measured to observe differences. As plasmotypic
variation is often small, it is therefore not expected to result in very big proteome differences.
Additionally, most of the measured phenotypes during this project were related to
photosynthesis. Therefore, it was chosen to attempt to do measurements on the proteome of
chloroplasts, as those are the center of photosynthesis and contain around 3000 unique proteins
(Abdallah et al., 2000). Thus, increasing the chance of finding differences between plants. Most
of the time of the proteomic part of this project was dedicated to chloroplast extraction.
Protocols for chloroplast extraction of A. thaliana start with huge amount of plant material
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(Moyet et al., 2018). The plants of interest for proteomic analysis are part of the cybrid panel,
which consists of combinations of four nucleotypes with 60 plasmotypes. These plants will be
grown with all genotypes, and interesting phenotypes will be selected to perform proteomic
analysis on. Therefore, it is not possible to grow hundreds of plants to extract chloroplasts
from. Therefore, during this project it was attempted to modify a protocol to be able to extract
chloroplasts from a single A. thaliana plant.
Some of these modifications to the protocol were rather trivial, such as smaller tubes (5 mL
instead of 50 mL) and smaller amounts of buffers used. However, a few steps were replaced
with different methods. The biggest difference was the grinding of the plants. Instead of
grinding the plants with a mechanical blender, the plants were cut into tiny pieces using a sterile
razor blade, and grinded with a mortar and pestle. Additionally, the filtering of the grinded
fluid was done through a double layer of miracloth, instead of five layers of muslin and one
layer of nylon blutex. This was chosen as this is a rough filtering step which should filter out
big pieces of plant material. By having a smaller amount of leaf material and buffer, less
filtering is needed as only the buffer containing the soluble proteins is filtered instead of both
the buffer and the plant material.
As a quality check of the obtained chloroplast sample, SDS-PAGE analysis was performed on
both the whole plant as the chloroplast samples. This method was chosen, as in the original
protocol by Moyet et al. (2018), the same method was used as a quality check. The two kind
of samples, purified chloroplasts and whole plant, contained bands at the same heights,
indicating proteins with similar weights. However, the bands of the chloroplast sample were
so faint, making it difficult to interpret as the bands of the whole plant sample were wider. This
was mostly due to amount of sample used for the SDS-PAGE analyses. For both the whole
plant sample and the chloroplast sample the same amount was pipetted into the gel slots.
However, the performed Bradford assay had shown that the chloroplast sample contained
almost ten times less the concentration of the whole plant sample, for which should have been
adjusted when performing SDS-PAGE. However, due to the low yield of chloroplasts during
the extraction, it was not possible to use ten times the amount of chloroplast sample as it would
not fit inside the gel slots, and additionally would not leave enough sample for proteomic
analysis. Additionally, the whole plant samples and the chloroplast samples were run in
separate gels. For better comparison it would have been better to use the same gel. Nonetheless,
these results show that SDS-PAGE analysis of the sample is not an appropriate method of
checking the quality of the obtained sample. This is a contrast with the original protocol.
However, in the original protocol, only subfractions of chloroplasts and whole chloroplast are
used for SDS-PAGE analysis (Moyet et al., 2018). Moreover, the samples of Moyet et al. were
obtained using 500 times more fresh plant material in the beginning. Therefore, they probably
obtain a much higher concentration of chloroplasts than used during this project.
The two samples measured in this project consisted of the chloroplasts, and the whole plant
material of the same Columbia WT plant. During the first filtering step of the protocol, the
whole rosette of the plant is cut up and grinded in buffer. The buffer is filtered through
miracloth, which filters out insoluble proteins. Thus, the whole plant material contained the
soluble proteins of the rosette of the plant. The measured proteins in these two samples were
very alike. Only eight proteins were absent from the chloroplasts sample compared to the whole
plant sample, when looking at iBAQ quantification. IBAQ quantification shows the total
intensity divided by identified peptides for one protein (Schwanhüusser et al., 2011). The LFQ
values show 33 proteins lacking, however, this is due to the normalization of the LFQ. LFQ is
normalized to exclude outliers between samples to better represent the ratio between samples
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(Cox et al., 2014). Thus, the 25 proteins excluded from the chloroplast sample in the LFQ
quantification were measured in the sample. Furthermore, the pattern of the abundance of the
proteins also seems very similar, indicating only small differences between the two samples
(Figure 17). However, while initially counterintuitive the proteome of the leaves of A. thaliana
is shown to be dominated by a limited number of some very high abundant proteins
(Heinemann, Künzler, Eubel, Braun, & Hildebrandt, 2020). Of these proteins, one fifth of the
protein mass consists of Rubisco, while another fifth consists of eleven photosynthesis-related
proteins. It is shown that of the proteins present in the leaf material, 80% of the leaf protein
mass is found in the chloroplasts (Heinemann et al., 2020). However, without considering the
quantity of these leaf proteins, only 37% of proteins in leaf material consists of chloroplast
proteins. Nonetheless, the samples obtained during this project were measured using the Q
Exactive HF-X, which measures the most abundant proteins in the sample first. This could
explain the similarity between the two measured samples. Moreover, the similarity between
the two samples was already highlighted by the similarity between the SDS-PAGE results of
the two types of samples.
The study of Heinemann et al., 2020, only takes mesophyll cells into account when considering
leaf material, while the whole plant sample used during this project consisted of a whole rosette
of an A. thaliana plant. The rosette of the plant only consists of leaves. An A. thaliana leaf
consists not only of mesophyll, but also epidermal and vascular tissues, but the mesophyll cells
contribute to a major part of the leaf volume. The mesophyll, epidermis and vascular tissues
all contain unique proteins, as well as overlapping proteins (Svozil, Gruissem, & Baerenfaller,
2015). This study shows that of the unique proteins present in the protein content of a leaf, the
mesophyll only contains 44% of these unique proteins. However, the study of Svozil et al.,
2015 does not report on the total quantity of proteins present in the leaves. As the mesophyll
represents the largest quantity of leaf material, it could still be possible that with measuring
whole leaves, you still mostly measure chloroplast proteins. Thus, it seems that chloroplast
isolation is very time consuming and complicated for only a slight reduction of leaf proteins
measured. Furthermore, the quantity of isolated chloroplasts obtained from a single A. thaliana
plant also seems lacking.
It was expected to measure around 2000 different proteins with LC MS/MS run. However, only
around 100 different proteins were measured in the two measured samples. Furthermore, the
quantity of contaminants measured was higher than the quantity of A. thaliana proteins.
Contaminants were expected, due to the high accuracy of the used LC MS/MS method
(Kelstrup et al., 2018). However, culturing of organisms outside a clean environment, like
laminar flow hoods or sterile media, increases contamination (Hodge, Have, Hutton, &
Lamond, 2013). The plant used for the sample was grown inside a regular climate chamber,
which therefore could be a source of contaminants. Additionally, the concentration of the
protein in the samples was very low. The concentration of the whole plant sample was ten times
diluted during PAC sample preparation to match the concentration of the chloroplast sample.
Nonetheless, it is not possible to increase the concentration of the chloroplast samples due to
the low yield of chloroplasts during isolation. However, the whole plant sample was ten times
diluted, and 500 μL of the original 600 μL of whole plant sample is used for the chloroplast
isolation. Therefore, the available concentration of whole plant sample could be greatly
increased if the chloroplast isolation is not executed. However, the current used protocol is
written for obtaining fractions of chloroplasts (Moyet et al., 2018). Therefore, it is probably
not optimal to use it for protein extraction from leaves. Thus, it would be better to look for
another protocol specifically for the extraction of proteins from A. thaliana leaves, for
proteomic analysis. Additionally, when looking for another protocol, it is recommended to find
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a protocol that is suitable for freezing the samples. When growing the whole cybrid panel,
multiple plants will be harvested at the same time. The ability to freeze samples would allow
for storing samples after harvesting, making it possible to harvest larger quantities of plants.
To summarize, the chloroplast extraction on single A. thaliana plants did not yield enough
protein for proper LC MS/MS analysis. Approximately 100 different proteins were measured,
while it was aimed to measure around 2000 different proteins. It is not possible to increase the
concentration of chloroplast proteins enough to obtain measurement of 2000 proteins.
Additionally, due to very high quantity of chloroplast proteins in the mesophyll cells in A.
thaliana leaves, it should be possible to measure photosynthetic differences in the proteome of
A. thaliana leaves. Therefore, proteome analysis on whole leaf material would be a good follow
up experiment. However, as the current used protocol is not meant for protein extraction on
whole leaves, it is recommended to look for an alternative protocol.
Concluding remarks
This project adds on to the current knowledge about plasmotypic variation present in A.
thaliana. The screening of the whole cybrid panel in the Phenovator did not reveal much new
information about the plasmotypes. This is mostly due to low replica numbers, which urged us
to only consider the Col nucleotype during this project, which limited the insight in the
plasmotypic effects. However, when increasing the number of replicates, the statistical power
will increase and more plasmotypic effects could be showed. The additive effect of the Bur-0
plasmotype was shown in the F1 crosses of natural occurring accessions, as for the cybrids
grown in a natural environment. The NL1467 accession shows the same additive effect as the
Bur-0 plasmotype, which could be promising for future research, as it adds to the hypothesis
of the causal genetic origin being one SNP in the plastid genome. The number of possible SNPs
causing this effect was brought back from four candidate SNPs to two, with the SNP in the
ndhG gene being to most promising candidate based on the GO function of the gene. However,
based on the data produced during this project, the SNP in the matK gene cannot be excluded
as a candidate yet. Therefore, more research is necessary before any definitive conclusions can
be drawn. Furthermore, during this project an effect of the Bur-0 plasmotype on the biomass
of A. thaliana was investigated. Although, no effects were found yet, this effect could still be
possible in other species. As for example, in tobacco an increase in qE shows an effect on
biomass (Kromdijk et al., 2016). There is an increase in demand in global food production,
which requires biomass production to be doubled by the year 2050 (Kromdijk & Long, 2016).
Therefore, biomass increase is a very relevant trait to investigate. To gain further insight in the
biological mechanisms through which plasmotypic variation has an effect, proteomic analysis
could give additional insights, as the proteome is considered the bridge between phenotype and
genotype. In this project a start has been made with proteomic analysis of chloroplasts, but this
has proven unfeasible and time consuming. Therefore, it is recommended to aim further
proteomic research on leaf material.
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Appendix
Appendix 1: List of the available cybrid panel used in this project.
Bur nucleotype
Cybrid
1_Bur-0_Bur_*
2_Panke-1_Bur_1.1
2_RRS-7_Bur_1.1
3_IP-Bus-0_Bur_1.1
3_IP-Ees-0_Bur_1.1
1_Can-0_Bur_1.1
2_Tanz-1_Bur_1.1
1_Ws-4_Bur_*
1_Col-0_Bur_*
2_Sij-2_Bur_1.1
3_Agl-5_Bur_1.1
1_Aitba-1_Bur_1.1
1_Ler-0_Bur_*
2_IP-Con-0_Bur_2.1
1_Kz-13_Bur_1.1
1_Lesno-1_Bur_1.1
2_Toufl-1_Bur_1.1
1_IP-Bor-0_Bur_1.1
1_Shah_Bur_*
2_Taz-0_Bur_1.1
3_Ifr-0_Bur_1.1
2_Samos-4_Bur_1.1
2_Yeg-1_Bur_1.1
3_Zin-9_Bur_1.1
1_WT_Bur_*
1_Etna-2_Bur_1.1
2_Don-0_Bur_1.1
1_Basta-2_Bur_1.1
2_IP-Piq-0_Bur_1.1
3_Agl-0_Bur_1.3
1_Samos-3a_Bur_1.1
2_Melni-2_Bur_1.1
1_Elk-1_Bur_1.1
3_IP-Boa-0_Bur_1.1
2_IP-Lso-0_Bur_2.1
1_Kas-1_Bur_1.1
2_IP-Sne-0_Bur_1.1
1_Jm-0_Bur_1.1
1_Mammo-1_Bur_1.1
1_Koren-1_Bur_1.1
2_C24_Bur_2.1
1_Ely_Bur_*
1_Tanz-2_Bur_1.1
1_Sij-4_Bur_1.1
1_Epid-1_Bur_1.1
2_IP-Per-0_Bur_1.1
2_Rabacal-2_Bur_1.1
1_Sus-1_Bur_1.1
2_Kas-2_Bur_1.1
2_Penb-2_Bur_2.1
3_Elh-2_Bur_1.3
3_Cvi-0_Bur_1.1
3_ET2_Bur_1.1
3_IP-Cot-0_Bur_1.1
1_Kolyv-6_Bur_1.1
1_Qar-8a_Bur_1.1

Plasmotype
Bur-0
Panke-1
RRS-7
IP-Bus-0
IP-Ees-0
Can-0
Tanz-1
Ws-4
Col-0
Sij-2
Agl-5
Aitba-1
Ler-0
IP-Con-0
Kz-13
Lesno-1
Toufl-1
IP-Bor-0
Shah
Taz-0
Ifr-0
Samos-4
Yeg-1
Zin-9
WT
Etna-2
Don-0
Basta-2
IP-Piq-0
Agl-0
Samos-3a
Melni-2
Elk-1
IP-Boa-0
IP-Lso-0
Kas-1
IP-Sne-0
Jm-0
Mammo-1
Koren-1
C24
Ely
Tanz-2
Sij-4
Epid-1
IP-Per-0
Rabacal-2
Sus-1
Kas-2
Penb-2
Elh-2
Cvi-0
ET2
IP-Cot-0
Kolyv-6
Qar-8a

Col nucleotype
Cybrid
1_C24_Col_*
1_Jm-0_Col_1.1
1_Panke-1_Col_1.1
1_Epid-1_Col_1.1
2_Rabacal-2_Col_1.1
2_IP-Alm-0_Col_1.1
1_Mammo-1_Col_1.1
2_Kas-2_Col_1.1
1_RRS-7_Col_1.1
1_IP-Ees-0_Col_1.1
1_Tanz-2_Col_1.1
2_Melni-2_Col_1.1
1_Samos-3a_Col_1.1
3_Agl-5_Col_3.1
2_Yeg-1_Col_1.1
1_ET2_Col_1.1
1_Basta-2_Col_1.1
3_Bab-0_Col_1.1
1_WT_Col_*
1_Kas-1_Col_1.1
1_Ely_Col_*
2_IP-Cot-0_Col_1.1
3_Ifr-0_Col_1.1
1_Istisu-1_Col_1.1
1_IP-Boa-0_Col_1.1
1_Kolyv-6_Col_1.1
2_Etna-2_Col_1.1
1_Shah_Col_*
1_IP-Piq-0_Col_1.1
2_IP-Con-0_Col_1.1
3_Agl-0_Col_1.1
1_Col-0_Col_*
2_Can-0_Col_1.1
2_IP-Sne-0_Col_1.1
2_Samos-4_Col_1.1
2_IP-Lso-0_Col_2.1
1_Ws-4_Col_*
3_Oua-0_Col_1.1
2_Toufl-1_Col_3.1
1_Elk-1_Col_1.1
1_Sij-4_Col_2.1
1_Kz-13_Col_1.1
1_Lesno-1_Col_1.1
2_Don-0_Col_1.1
1_Qar-8a_Col_1.1
2_Elh-2_Col_1.1
1_Koren-1_Col_1.1
2_Taz-0_Col_1.1
1_Sus-1_Col_1.1
1_Tanz-1_Col_2.3
1_Aitba-1_Col_1.1
1_Zin-9_Col_1.3
1_Cvi-0_Col_1.1
2_Penb-2_Col_1.1
1_Ler-0_Col_*
1_IP-Bor-0_Col_1.1
1_Bur-0_Col_*
3_Sij-2_Col_2.1
3_IP-Bus-0_Col_1.1
2_IP-Per-0_Col_1.1

Plasmotype
C24
Jm-0
Panke-1
Epid-1
Rabacal-2
IP-Alm-0
Mammo-1
Kas-2
RRS-7
IP-Ees-0
Tanz-2
Melni-2
Samos-3a
Agl-5
Yeg-1
ET2
Basta-2
Bab-0
WT
Kas-1
Ely
IP-Cot-0
Ifr-0
Istisu-1
IP-Boa-0
Kolyv-6
Etna-2
Shah
IP-Piq-0
IP-Con-0
Agl-0
Col-0
Can-0
IP-Sne-0
Samos-4
IP-Lso-0
Ws-4
Oua-0
Toufl-1
Elk-1
Sij-4
Kz-13
Lesno-1
Don-0
Qar-8a
Elh-2
Koren-1
Taz-0
Sus-1
Tanz-1
Aitba-1
Zin-9
Cvi-0
Penb-2
Ler-0
IP-Bor-0
Bur-0
Sij-2
IP-Bus-0
IP-Per-0

Cvi nucleotype
Cybrid
1_WT_Cvi_*
1_Col_Cvi_1.1
2_Ely_Cvi_1.1_b
2_Jm-0_Cvi_2.1
2_Zin-9_Cvi_1.1
4_Panke-1_Cvi_1.2
2_Samos-3a_Cvi_1.1
3_Koren-1_Cvi_3.1
2_Yeg-1_Cvi_1.1
2_Don-0_Cvi_1.1
2_IP-Per-0_Cvi_3.1
2_Shah_Cvi_2.1
2_Taz-0_Cvi_1.1
2_IP-Cot-0_Cvi_2.2
2_Can-0_Cvi_2.1
1_Ler-0_Cvi_1.1
2_Mammo-1_Cvi_1.1
2_Elk-1_Cvi_1.1
2_Basta-2_Cvi_1.1
1_Ws-4_Cvi_1.1
2_Tanz-2_Cvi_2.1
2_IP-Ees-0_Cvi_3.1
2_Etna-2_Cvi_1.1
1_Aitba-1_Cvi_1.1
3_Oua-0_Cvi_1.1
2_ET2_Cvi_1.2
2_Tanz-1_Cvi_1.1
2_IP-Bor-0_Cvi_1.1
4_Samos-4_Cvi_1.3
2_IP-Alm-0_Cvi_1.1
3_IP-Bus-0_Cvi_1.1
2_Epid-1_Cvi_1.2
1_C24_Cvi_1.1
2_Bur-0_Cvi_2.1
2_Cvi_Cvi_1.1
3_Bab-0_Cvi_1.1
2_Qar-8a_Cvi_2.1
2_Rabacal-2_Cvi_1.1
2_Toufl-1_Cvi_1.1
2_IP-Boa-0_Cvi_2.1
2_IP-Sne-0_Cvi_1.1
2_IP-Lso-0_Cvi_4.1
2_Melni-2_Cvi_4.1
2_Elh-2_Cvi_1.2
2_RRS-7_Cvi_1.1
2_Kz-13_Cvi_1.1
2_Kas-1_Cvi_4.1
2_Lesno-1_Cvi_1.3

Plasmotype
WT
Col
Ely
Jm-0
Zin-9
Panke-1
Samos-3a
Koren-1
Yeg-1
Don-0
IP-Per-0
Shah
Taz-0
IP-Cot-0
Can-0
Ler-0
Mammo-1
Elk-1
Basta-2
Ws-4
Tanz-2
IP-Ees-0
Etna-2
Aitba-1
Oua-0
ET2
Tanz-1
IP-Bor-0
Samos-4
IP-Alm-0
IP-Bus-0
Epid-1
C24
Bur-0
Cvi
Bab-0
Qar-8a
Rabacal-2
Toufl-1
IP-Boa-0
IP-Sne-0
IP-Lso-0
Melni-2
Elh-2
RRS-7
Kz-13
Kas-1
Lesno-1

Tanz nucleotype
Cybrid
3_Oua-0_Tanz_1.2
2_Epid-1_Tanz_1.1
2_Zin-9_Tanz_2.1
1_WT_Tanz_*
2_Taz-0_Tanz_2.1
3_Bab-0_Tanz_1.1
2_Jm-0_Tanz_2.1
2_Ely_Tanz_2.1
1_Panke-1_Tanz_1.1
1_Sus-1_Tanz_2.1
1_Qar-8a_Tanz_1.1
2_Kz-13_Tanz_1.1
1_Elk-1_Tanz_1.1
2_Shah_Tanz_3.1
2_Can-0_Tanz_1.1
1_Etna-2_Tanz_2.1
3_Agl-0_Tanz_2.1
2_IP-Lso-0_Tanz_2.1
3_Ifr-0_Tanz_1.1
2_IP-Alm-0_Tanz_1.1
2_Kolyv-6_Tanz_1.1
2_Yeg-1_Tanz_1.1
1_Aitba-1_Tanz_2.1
1_IP-Bor-0_Tanz_1.1
2_Rabacal-2_Tanz_1.1
2_IP-Sne-0_Tanz_2.1
1_Kas-1_Tanz_1.1
2_Sij-2_Tanz_2.1
2_Don-0_Tanz_3.1
2_IP-Piq-0_Tanz_1.1
2_IP-Con-0_Tanz_3.1
1_Istisu-1_Tanz_3.1
2_IP-Per-0_Tanz_1.1
3_Ws-4_Tanz_1.1
3_IP-Cot-0_Tanz_3.1
2_Toufl-1_Tanz_3.1
2_Kas-2_Tanz_2.1
1_ET2_Tanz_1.1
2_Melni-2_Tanz_1.1
1_IP-Ees-0_Tanz_1.1
1_Lesno-1_Tanz_1.1
1_Bur-0_Tanz_2.1
1_C24_Tanz_1.1
1_Cvi-0_Tanz_1.1
1_Mammo-1_Tanz_2.1
RRS-7_Tanz_1.1
2_Elh-2_Tanz_1.1
2_Sij-4_Tanz_1.1
2_Koren-1_Tanz_8.1
1_IP-Boa-0_Tanz_1.1
2_Basta-2_Tanz_1.1
1_Tanz-1_Tanz_1.1
1_Col-0_Tanz_1.1
2_Samos-3a_Tanz_1.1
1_Ler-0_Tanz_1.1
3_Agl-5_Tanz_1.1
2_Samos-4_Tanz_1.1

Plasmotype
Oua-0
Epid-1
Zin-9
WT
Taz-0
Bab-0
Jm-0
Ely
Panke-1
Sus-1
Qar-8a
Kz-13
Elk-1
Shah
Can-0
Etna-2
Agl-0
IP-Lso-0
Ifr-0
IP-Alm-0
Kolyv-6
Yeg-1
Aitba-1
IP-Bor-0
Rabacal-2
IP-Sne-0
Kas-1
Sij-2
Don-0
IP-Piq-0
IP-Con-0
Istisu-1
IP-Per-0
Ws-4
IP-Cot-0
Toufl-1
Kas-2
ET2
Melni-2
IP-Ees-0
Lesno-1
Bur-0
C24
Cvi-0
Mammo-1
RRS-7
Elh-2
Sij-4
Koren-1
IP-Boa-0
Basta-2
Tanz-1
Col-0
Samos-3a
Ler-0
Agl-5
Samos-4
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Appendix 2: List of measured proteins in the purified chloroplast sample and whole plant
sample. The red rows contain contaminants instead of A. thaliana proteins. Protein and gene
names are listed when applicable, next to the measured quantity in LFQ and iBAQ per
sample.
Protein names
Chlorophyll a-b binding protein 1, chloroplastic

.

Gene names
LFQ intensity Chloroplast
Lhb1B2;LHCB1.3;LHCB2.1;LHCB2.2;Lhcb2:4
4179300000
1680200000
Photosystem II CP43 reaction center protein
psbC
1634700000
Chlorophyll a-b binding protein CP26, chloroplastic
LHCB5
1604300000
ATP synthase subunit alpha, chloroplastic
atpA
1.46E+09
Photosystem II D2 protein
psbD
1346200000
Oxygen-evolving enhancer protein 1-1, chloroplastic
PSBO1
1335900000
ATP synthase subunit beta, chloroplastic
atpB
1.30E+09
Photosystem II CP47 reaction center protein
psbB
938730000
F7H2.16
938130000
Photosystem I reaction center subunit II-1, chloroplastic;Photosystem I reaction center subunit II-2, chloroplastic
psaD1;PSAD2
666130000
Photosystem II protein D1
psbA
651550000
T25B24.12
641400000
598520000
Photosystem I reaction center subunit III, chloroplastic
PSAF
553630000
Ribulose bisphosphate carboxylase large chain
rbcL
534540000
Chlorophyll a-b binding protein CP29.1, chloroplastic
LHCB4.1
439200000
416330000
Chlorophyll a-b binding protein CP29.2, chloroplastic
LHCB4.2
357060000
ATP synthase subunit b, chloroplastic
atpF
328970000
Ribulose bisphosphate carboxylase small chain 1A, chloroplastic
RBCS-1A
313350000
F10M6.100
256510000
242300000
Lipoxygenase 2, chloroplastic
LOX2
230290000
Photosystem I P700 chlorophyll a apoprotein A1
psaA
213290000
Chlorophyll a-b binding protein 6, chloroplastic
LHCA1
190680000
Photosystem I reaction center subunit VI-1, chloroplastic;Photosystem I reaction center subunit VI-2, chloroplastic
PSAH1;PSAH2
188090000
Photosystem I reaction center subunit V, chloroplastic
PSAG
1.83E+08
176440000
Cytochrome f
petA
158540000
Fructose-bisphosphate aldolase;Probable fructose-bisphosphate aldolase 1, chloroplastic
FBA1
157140000
Chlorophyll a-b binding protein 4, chloroplastic
LHCA4
156330000
Rhodanese-like domain-containing protein 4, chloroplastic
STR4
128760000
Oxygen-evolving enhancer protein 2-1, chloroplastic
PSBP1
125540000
Calcium sensing receptor, chloroplastic
CAS
116710000
Photosystem I reaction center subunit IV B, chloroplastic;Photosystem I reaction center subunit IV A, chloroplastic
PSAE2;PSAE1
115050000
ATP-dependent zinc metalloprotease FTSH 5, chloroplastic;ATP-dependent zinc metalloprotease FTSH 1, chloroplastic
FTSH5;FTSH1
106470000
ATP synthase epsilon chain, chloroplastic
atpE
106110000
102170000
Probable plastid-lipid-associated protein 6, chloroplastic
PAP6
91076000
ATP synthase gamma chain 1, chloroplastic
ATPC1
86744000
70518000
58995000
Ferredoxin--NADP reductase, leaf isozyme 2, chloroplastic
LFNR2;At1g20020
58591000
50S ribosomal protein L4, chloroplastic
RPL4
41028000
50S ribosomal protein L12-3, chloroplastic;50S ribosomal protein L12-1, chloroplastic
RPL12C;RPL12A
37560000
Ferredoxin--NADP reductase, leaf isozyme 1, chloroplastic
LFNR1;FNR1
26775000
Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase;Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase CYP20-3, chloroplastic
ROC4;CYP20-3
26571000
Photosystem II repair protein PSB27-H1, chloroplastic
PSB27-1
26153000
Oxygen-evolving enhancer protein 3-2, chloroplastic
PSBQ2
24888000
ATP synthase subunit alpha;ATP synthase subunit alpha, mitochondrial
At2g07698;ATPA
24010000
Thylakoid lumenal 29 kDa protein, chloroplastic
TL29
23084000
30S ribosomal protein S5, chloroplastic
rps5
21249000
Probable plastid-lipid-associated protein 2, chloroplastic
PAP2
21174000
F26A9.12
19895000
Protochlorophyllide reductase B, chloroplastic
PORB
19073000
Peroxiredoxin Q, chloroplastic
ATPRX Q;PRXQ
17818000
Oxygen-evolving enhancer protein 3-1, chloroplastic
PSBQ1
15392000
Photosystem II stability/assembly factor HCF136, chloroplastic
HCF136
15056000
Actin-12;Actin-4;Actin-11;Actin-7
ACT12;ACT4;ACT11;ACT7
14608000
Phosphoglycerate kinase 1, chloroplastic
PGK1
12715000
Transketolase-1, chloroplastic
At3g60750;TKL-1
10865000
Thioredoxin-like protein HCF164, chloroplastic
HCF164
10660000
Chaperone protein ClpC1, chloroplastic;Chaperone protein ClpC2, chloroplastic
CLPC1;HSP93-III;CLPC2
10108000
9501200
30S ribosomal protein S3, chloroplastic
rps3
8330200
Allene oxide synthase, chloroplastic
CYP74A
8258900
Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase FKBP16-4, chloroplastic
FKBP16-4
7760300
Photosynthetic NDH subunit of lumenal location 5, chloroplastic
PNSL5
7461100
50S ribosomal protein L5, chloroplastic
RPL5
7234600
50S ribosomal protein L2, chloroplastic
rpl2-A
7125500
Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase CYP38, chloroplastic
CYP38
7021000
T22N19_70
6745500
PDE149
6657500
Uncharacterized protein At2g34460, chloroplastic
6442100
Serine protease SPPA, chloroplastic
SPPA
6319100
Chlorophyll a-b binding protein CP29.3, chloroplastic
LHCB4.3
6259800
D-3-phosphoglycerate dehydrogenase 1, chloroplastic;D-3-phosphoglycerate dehydrogenase 2, chloroplastic
PGDH1;PGDH2
5580700
Catalase-3
CAT3
4635000
Aspartate aminotransferase;Aspartate aminotransferase, chloroplastic
ASP5
4115700
Magnesium protoporphyrin IX methyltransferase, chloroplastic
CHLM
4101400
Photosynthetic NDH subunit of lumenal location 1, chloroplastic
PNSL1
2781800
Nucleoside diphosphate kinase III, chloroplastic/mitochondrial
NDPK3
768370
Alpha-glucan phosphorylase 2, cytosolic
PHS2
502740
10 kDa chaperonin
CPN10
0
ATP-dependent zinc metalloprotease FTSH 2, chloroplastic;ATP-dependent zinc metalloprotease FTSH 8, chloroplastic;ATP-dependentFTSH2;FTSH6;FTSH8
zinc metalloprotease FTSH 6, chloroplastic
0
Formate dehydrogenase, mitochondrial
FDH1
0
Aminomethyltransferase, mitochondrial
GDCST
0
Malate dehydrogenase;Malate dehydrogenase 1, mitochondrial;Malate dehydrogenase 2, mitochondrial;Malate dehydrogenase, chloroplastic
mMDH2
0
0
Photosystem II 22 kDa protein, chloroplastic
NPQ4;PSBS
0
Succinyl-CoA ligase [ADP-forming] subunit beta, mitochondrial
0
60S ribosomal protein L3-1;60S ribosomal protein L3-2
ARP1;RP1;ARP2
0
Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase GAPB, chloroplastic;Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase GAPA1, chloroplastic;Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate
GAPB;GAPA1;GAPA2
dehydrogenase GAPA2, chloroplastic
0
ADP,ATP carrier protein 1, mitochondrial
AAC1
0
Myrosinase 1;Myrosinase 2
TGG1;TGG2
0
Glutathione S-transferase F6;Glutathione S-transferase F7
GSTF6;GSTF7
0
Cytochrome b559 subunit alpha
psbE
0
Histone H4
At1g07660
0
ATP synthase subunit beta-2, mitochondrial;ATP synthase subunit beta-1, mitochondrial;ATP synthase subunit beta-3, mitochondrial
0
At1g07930
0
Pyruvate dehydrogenase E1 component subunit beta-1, mitochondrial
PDH2
0
Lhb1B1
0
60S ribosomal protein L8-3;60S ribosomal protein L8-1;60S ribosomal protein L8-2
RPL8C;RPL8A;RPL8B
0
Protein CURVATURE THYLAKOID 1B, chloroplastic
CURT1B
0
MED24.18
0
Probable fructose-bisphosphate aldolase 2, chloroplastic;Fructose-bisphosphate aldolase
FBA2
0
Glycine dehydrogenase (decarboxylating) 1, mitochondrial;Glycine dehydrogenase (decarboxylating) 2, mitochondrial
GLDP1;GLDP2
0
50S ribosomal protein L29, chloroplastic
RPL29
0
GHS1
0
Granule-bound starch synthase 1, chloroplastic/amyloplastic
GBSS1
0
Oxygen-evolving enhancer protein 1-2, chloroplastic
PSBO2
0
Fructose-bisphosphate aldolase
At2g36460
0
T6H20.190
0
Serine hydroxymethyltransferase 1, mitochondrial;Serine hydroxymethyltransferase 2, mitochondrial
SHM1;SHM2
0
Ferredoxin-dependent glutamate synthase 1, chloroplastic/mitochondrial;Ferredoxin-dependent glutamate synthase 2, chloroplastic GLU1;GLU2
0
Probable fructose-bisphosphate aldolase 3, chloroplastic
FBA3
0

LFQ intensity iBAQ
WholeChlor
plant iBAQ Whole
2039300000
534810000 188780000
1826500000
178360000 109310000
704230000
120130000 44401000
730430000
86263000 47063000
724020000
73258000 27900000
923320000
165720000 60767000
517920000
48322000 27979000
458090000
61565000 14597000
349180000
69370000 38253000
641150000
77681000 41977000
682990000
51572000 41336000
327910000
63661000 26688000
343070000
75880000 37026000
1286700000
29254000 37857000
335720000
34278000 31017000
1239500000
20810000 46572000
186530000
29252000
9702400
465150000
13064000 11965000
142750000
23136000
7928000
104720000
34178000 15594000
450880000
20240000 33820000
81743000
18585000
5787200
140440000
8191100
3897700
74000000
4408300
1374600
75804000
10546000
4292900
0
23835000
734580
104030000
25371000 18149000
101590000
20496000
8659800
94275000
3656500
2422000
94483000
8776700
4110000
149960000
7279400
6286400
89967000
15712000
5198800
74953000
5816900
2680000
133330000
8365900
7881800
65290000
6530300
3250600
90315000
17809000 12780000
24903000
3527200
780840
31049000
13456000
2870900
96871000
3959000
2877300
56155000
5462600
3939500
27951000
4193300
1199900
84562000
2513400
1937600
32121000
1786200
973840
54551000
3445600
2498600
21310000
2872600
1230000
18256000
3247600
1421900
27678000
1374700
948370
47409000
1460300
2062600
14283000
2934900
1212800
75369000
1456900
4440400
123430000
2300800
2459900
13655000
1246900
618160
17104000
1258900
776260
0
1058700
274310
9506200
1137800
385760
8339100
774950
285860
15607000
1877100
1429800
41651000
2330300
2222800
16398000
604440
471200
15701000
682730
592040
35969000
380250
852400
21551000
319340
516070
6699300
725160
230380
2653900
141800
115400
1523500000
340430 29568000
5396300
561920
274920
32678000
576850
578910
0
596950
205940
0
497410
167320
5290900
381480
216220
4485600
484420
268520
10270000
240950
397640
10897000
182190
348650
1824600
420600
85263
4560700
433050
233890
2912900
166080
64945
0
447130
25615
7841100
187440
214370
88573000
216080
4099800
7474800
148140
166640
2246200
218660
89849
992520
162290
46494
17524000
59880
970480
5628000
5365.8
99571
3527700
0
549220
15123000
1421000
356740
7398200
0
287950
18142000
9355.6
641910
21636000
43044
1295500
44767000
1030400
1201600
74632000
16059000
5809500
8047700
0
223740
7282200
0
226750
10480000
109730
291350
17001000
0
601540
56280000
342710
1622600
7409200
0
443660
122350000
88197000 19048000
59167000
824290
7676200
32887000
12271
853330
22684000
485980
706310
11410000
8427.9
555110
11803000
481870
1148400
11102000
0
664750
30578000
8418200
3967100
4206000
382730
204630
17294000
559070
585300
21670000
6482.7
383380
4580600
1260800
445710
3207700
851210
499400
12739000
24027
300510
27812000
2336600
984080
1872900
0
63388
37821000
1945300
1051500
28258000
15084
758520
8233800
61396
78164
1954500
96417
72450
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Appendix 3: Complete variance components of the Col nucleotype experiment, without the
Ely plasmotype.
Day
8.65
9.34
9.4
9.53
9.65
10.34
10.4
10.53
10.65
11.34
11.4
11.53
11.65
12.34
12.4
12.53
12.65
15.34
15.4
16.34
16.4
17.34
17.4
19.55
20.55
21.5
21.57
21.63
21.69
21.75
22.38
22.44
22.5
22.57
22.63
22.69
22.75
23.38
23.44
23.5
23.57
23.63
23.69
23.75
24.38
24.44
24.5
24.57
24.63
24.69
24.75
25.38
25.44
25.5
25.57
25.63
25.69
25.75
26.38
26.44
26.5
26.57
26.63
26.69
26.75
27.38
27.44
27.5
27.57
27.63
27.69
27.75
28.38
28.44
28.5
28.57
28.63
28.69
28.75
29.38
29.44
29.5
29.57
29.63
29.69
29.75
30.38
30.44
30.5
30.57
30.63
30.69
30.75
31.38
31.44
31.5
31.57
31.63
31.69
31.75

y
0.082835583
0.073466219
0.072311589
0.065466278
0.081206276
0.068735917
0.082232679
0.07221821
0.080691066
0.075655055
0.076419044
0.082557852
0.064089598
0.075701408
0.071580415
0.073847717
0.065333584
0.051265671
0.058215524
0.061185951
0.072633125
0.067881244
0.083221087
0.045749087
0.050988747
0.129533394
0.124221412
0.069884122
0.143497399
0.144440793
0.037230036
0.09541719
0.119771592
0.130367149
0.117726661
0.159566597
0.150697689
0.109908228
0.120143903
0.153485891
0.114738357
0.134586323
0.173286602
0.152698342
0.120629295
0.150470152
0.159442048
0.136753321
0.15741264
0.158186317
0.130404947
0.1397058
0.158215522
0.150424631
0.174293262
0.161539611
0.161339473
0.179201586
0.147146373
0.159650136
0.165332755
0.155595875
0.164473432
0.161256477
0.166223197
0.161766755
0.15455386
0.168362007
0.171036535
0.15335506
0.155799406
0.155797034
0.115927748
0.121463355
0.139676567
0.157790502
0.122114765
0.116574409
0.141596923
0.086132644
0.123600124
0.126774553
0.120897893
0.134456799
0.101142411
0.091429588
0.107547839
0.087708402
0.079076248
0.104220816
0.083291017
0.076130207
0.071611413
0.113984074
0.088748309
0.07285887
0.071345293
0.089195914
0.083418221
0.084715001

Plasmotype
0.011197541
0.007591976
0.006218093
0.009073477
0.00599345
0.003224695
0.012094982
0.010593205
0.012677281
0.018853759
0.01346206
0.013245555
0.011066847
0.014324408
0.008795985
0.008810837
0.012023154
0.021937838
0.021562294
0.022440041
0.021195255
0.02696542
0.027659489
0.008920235
0.008244141
0.014460715
0.013939869
0.018328793
0.019297143
0.025121065
0.078660066
0.093503148
0.073036319
0.062549222
0.046302886
0.043322371
0.034712105
0.042031589
0.042383097
0.039385509
0.043658892
0.033224191
0.032177895
0.03277746
0.047166432
0.046710247
0.040925977
0.046897023
0.033250833
0.037350901
0.036481819
0.038072562
0.040255161
0.047095487
0.043389074
0.042649094
0.047265104
0.03862077
0.043723838
0.045260479
0.037850935
0.054622668
0.045734092
0.047525494
0.042510972
0.062667794
0.048045084
0.050875727
0.048249639
0.055169307
0.04579894
0.047811455
0.071035389
0.060501397
0.055558757
0.054618296
0.059777149
0.064878516
0.057884579
0.051706424
0.062924283
0.063741947
0.05753541
0.050430758
0.050140652
0.048071138
0.065815699
0.052312713
0.060689741
0.049610437
0.045717538
0.041146489
0.042911227
0.070692112
0.048087724
0.043129743
0.052497538
0.044458209
0.041224792
0.035285434

x
0.021508792
0.015261854
0.011820574
0.00758867
0.019015123
0.02599358
0.024877079
0.012999988
0.015689439
0.04668395
0.027027275
0.020314662
0.022430152
0.036313954
0.028520968
0.020313132
0.021173381
0.019446978
0.02455079
0.02879705
0.042538411
0.047242116
0.047172728
0.056138237
0.047969424
0.087431296
0.095400029
0.103588167
0.088825279
0.148346798
0.010094771
0.015389678
0.030734678
0.028939347
0.039815514
0.028104393
0.052317573
0.050740852
0.031742917
0.045736447
0.050722237
0.030781624
0.052672535
0.053188473
0.058541891
0.041322985
0.045541062
0.03503782
0.053507557
0.047025347
0.050951511
0.059111664
0.053535984
0.044598759
0.048866782
0.051733723
0.052901953
0.061369657
0.061661071
0.045027437
0.033686169
0.031548013
0.032244155
0.037928045
0.054705361
0.042979707
0.035669258
0.02343161
0.028690256
0.040707051
0.021871226
0.03465169
0.054487087
0.014150459
0.067820675
0.032548894
0.03770937
0.033010111
0.020874388
0.028055455
0.01931451
0.018762817
0.014057258
0.015607256
0.009250842
0.012105616
0.021511028
0.017550396
0.013881563
0.008374239
0.007451902
0.004709719
0.001553448
0.013803981
0.006782434
0.000207621
0.00224758
0.002954074
0
0.001120511

Image_pos
0.307141892
0.344641593
0.32396163
0.338570342
0.371642483
0.414585701
0.396852029
0.430477205
0.402358963
0.441361084
0.443584018
0.390505304
0.427662931
0.446371868
0.438632007
0.460010077
0.463516004
0.545120481
0.573708324
0.559821335
0.554841419
0.540177133
0.542116939
0.607742919
0.551827436
0.146549036
0.145694882
0.073917112
0.093376003
0.055140951
0.014909237
0.028772875
0.033561295
0.03134129
0.024047215
0.029198039
0.01815976
0.01953449
0.03403251
0.022831679
0.015012256
0.022760694
0.012135614
0.014091798
0.019627093
0.022018585
0.023280476
0.026592531
0.01674562
0.015814356
0.021206813
0.015630697
0.021231219
0.020369082
0.020107155
0.020270725
0.016582167
0.015992149
0.020734206
0.030522553
0.028599724
0.030363628
0.029180184
0.028536386
0.024704873
0.025730883
0.032144434
0.032803515
0.031057528
0.034107496
0.035058849
0.030044061
0.035330654
0.052357653
0.028558294
0.039811775
0.047963283
0.0461126
0.053105288
0.0347268
0.04836929
0.055914555
0.057400583
0.060679459
0.072118084
0.074679977
0.06009767
0.055257384
0.072810445
0.068782563
0.074029419
0.082429351
0.094551794
0.079875111
0.07338219
0.083943677
0.104422362
0.098434987
0.106672371
0.122871013

Sowing_Block
0.048983873
0.041166732
0.050014037
0.035966032
0.029354664
0.033563671
0.026207482
0.018488821
0.033802838
0.035691271
0.023512393
0.033498616
0.025212646
0.058150768
0.028796462
0.021855377
0.018295673
0.08313025
0.039059486
0.06646852
0.017703648
0.064925709
0.018597318
0.014521008
0.050045841
0.193279662
0.19241615
0.125862781
0.013531123
0.015921836
0.417000105
0.049392018
0.044504204
0.056461371
0.050446657
0.04855664
0.065199137
0.137975981
0.064169803
0.076210193
0.08104756
0.083874941
0.049550228
0.056085292
0.091298921
0.101158272
0.063184798
0.053773721
0.09175148
0.060354006
0.076072319
0.137846932
0.099936728
0.136014222
0.109288585
0.09118848
0.101205114
0.103031077
0.111555565
0.124736317
0.199238892
0.103038523
0.170545684
0.151721592
0.15228732
0.135288061
0.235409812
0.278683436
0.24859631
0.216665223
0.250233987
0.260884771
0.124678162
0.267507962
0.116137417
0.220466596
0.231761782
0.205551683
0.216192079
0.273914121
0.264925168
0.265725301
0.271759433
0.27824719
0.277457806
0.313022894
0.196662843
0.346319868
0.304320769
0.334444794
0.343166667
0.351372106
0.324665529
0.186086909
0.370909336
0.378183877
0.292451121
0.32807728
0.311739599
0.304548417

Residual
0.528332319
0.517871625
0.535674077
0.5433352
0.492788004
0.453896435
0.457735749
0.45522257
0.454780413
0.38175488
0.41599521
0.459878011
0.449537826
0.369137595
0.423674164
0.415162859
0.419658204
0.279098783
0.282903582
0.261287102
0.291088143
0.252808378
0.281232439
0.266928515
0.29092441
0.428745897
0.428327657
0.608419025
0.641473053
0.611028558
0.442105784
0.717525092
0.698391912
0.69034162
0.721661068
0.69125196
0.678913736
0.63980886
0.70752777
0.662350282
0.694820699
0.694772228
0.680177127
0.691158634
0.662736368
0.638319759
0.667625639
0.700945585
0.647331869
0.681269073
0.684882591
0.609632345
0.626825386
0.601497819
0.604055142
0.632618367
0.620706188
0.601784761
0.615178948
0.594803078
0.535291525
0.624831293
0.557822453
0.573032007
0.559568278
0.571566801
0.494177551
0.445843705
0.472369731
0.499995862
0.491237593
0.470810989
0.598540961
0.484019174
0.592248289
0.494763937
0.500673649
0.53387268
0.510346743
0.525464556
0.480866626
0.469080828
0.478349423
0.460578538
0.489890205
0.460690787
0.54836492
0.440851237
0.469221234
0.434567151
0.446343456
0.444212127
0.464706589
0.535557813
0.412090006
0.421676211
0.477036106
0.436879536
0.456945017
0.451459624
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Appendix 4: Complete variance components of the whole cybrid panel, only considering the
Col-nucleotype, without the Ely plasmotype.
Day

y
8.65
9.34
9.4
9.53
9.65
10.34
10.4
10.53
10.65
11.34
11.4
11.53
11.65
12.34
12.4
12.53
12.65
15.34
15.4
16.34
16.4
17.34
17.4
19.55
20.55
21.5
21.57
21.63
21.69
21.75
22.38
22.44
22.5
22.57
22.63
22.69
22.75
23.38
23.44
23.5
23.57
23.63
23.69
23.75
24.38
24.44
24.5
24.57
24.63
24.69
24.75
25.38
25.44
25.5
25.57
25.63
25.69
25.75
26.38
26.44
26.5
26.57
26.63
26.69
26.75
27.38
27.44
27.5
27.57
27.63
27.69
27.75
28.38
28.44
28.5
28.57
28.63
28.69
28.75
29.38
29.44
29.5
29.57
29.63
29.69
29.75
30.38
30.44
30.5
30.57
30.63
30.69
30.75
31.38
31.44
31.5
31.57
31.63
31.69
31.75

0
0
0.03182114
0
8.76E-11
0
0
0
0.006637299
0
0
1.31E-10
0
0
8.33E-10
0
0.008068379
0.047411347
0
0.022784392
0.05283735
0.071519722
0.051274616
0.113151975
0
0.138960822
0.11596855
0.118496372
0.115350673
0.108215736
0.06786345
0.147902534
0.123625333
0.131663657
0.169595673
0.165784378
0.173800523
0.095052359
0.122649983
0.181177961
0.168443171
0.155018608
0.139361315
0.111797708
0.145230063
0.199560436
0.120971716
0.118502062
0.11348364
0.137761055
0.167050185
0.125318844
0.109566171
0.121295464
0.107147905
0.101858733
0.086063637
0.077106732
0.161822965
0.123300019
0.068418286
0.082105016
0.06763118
0.018684359
0.165034022
0.133872841
0.057056101
0.071592928
0.04940693
0.027355711
0.048505957
0.068410493
0.080682876
0.0682971
0.064638064
0.05314082
0.0782779
0.05060518
0.067806064
0.088866173
0.058815242
0.018285979
0.064303628
0.052746119
0.049281365
0.072228308
0.073830636
0.07595172
0.271438983
0.0552362
0.071448101
0.099012763
0.064129503
0.054646112
0.058034656
0.067724496
0.088183614
0.043994895
0.10777268
0.082491119

Plasmotype
0
0
0
2.29E-09
0.037991902
0.019440353
0
0.008750299
0.03484863
1.36E-09
0
0
0
0
1.18E-10
0
0
0.061622647
0.011167958
0.00162206
0.025040216
0.000311695
0.000104698
0.013690511
0.037703605
0.017790963
0.027457353
0.015530593
0.034133873
0.021807557
0.101910894
0.018903753
0.051317833
0.00722348
0.021891023
0.001738656
1.86E-10
5.12E-10
0.002751673
0.046023166
0.011452588
0.020555174
0.006040154
0.020830685
0
0
0.034596879
0.013474657
0.004915623
0.018209138
0.009877172
0.009860251
3.94E-10
0.006546285
0.027653111
0.013513201
0.018299914
0.019288646
0.01335494
0.014399755
0.028534857
0.030539355
0.031018847
0.031863663
0.011270324
7.90E-05
0.041616262
0.071220695
0.042728413
0.01954317
0.04409188
0.0636499
0.029557221
0.045682027
0.023499534
0.019393738
0.043347851
0.034446847
0.03301012
0.032845568
0.055617573
0.040664148
0.074268969
0.037799611
0.045593072
0.045978622
0.044707416
0.051205865
0.022733343
0.036952876
0.060729886
0.058350428
0.035871362
0.020949308
0.072201382
0.069344621
0.05168617
0.068052471
0.062701326
0.085427726

x
0
0
0.038977883
0
0
0.001304212
0
0.020595141
0.011341839
0.006006897
0.00939053
0.015182296
1.30E-09
0.005989604
0.009570892
0.020311565
0.023239099
0.02044432
0.011677721
0.006837616
0.029792043
0.044356166
0.009146413
0.082263985
0.030487601
0.064629611
0.078201083
0.08248892
0.092353204
0.047363139
0.049550116
0.08049992
0.037072955
0.025494646
0.061044804
0.053311049
0.024757399
0.044236722
0.01739208
0.030990475
0.09448307
0.034468038
0.062657043
0.01303277
0.041152095
0.071757007
0.055358876
0.080110782
0.040213605
0.023597664
0.04619302
0.038438355
0.022970584
0.030974968
0.050814604
0.034010155
0.037298872
0.002840048
0.044891112
0.041081174
0.066757122
0.02442953
0.027083784
0.03517559
0.016707516
0.033027672
0.034290113
0.032316868
0.033583248
0.03406253
0.033704689
0.023013693
0.028251856
0.045765119
0.019585088
0.013355747
0.019007861
0.021595481
0.021176722
0.045641363
0.051496632
0.040732754
0.050318212
0.021379661
0.023021499
0.018803195
0.05316315
0.057874542
0.046666573
0.0381916
0.026346853
0.057647827
0.036309478
0.066014946
0.035240076
0.065171529
0.035880765
0.027448649
0.056875281
0.028465031

Image_pos
0.11886839
0.118024334
0.142496177
0.152907518
0.143985679
0.104131979
0.13936236
0.150286657
0.166638223
0.16655672
0.180657935
0.14584128
0.177931207
0.184552819
0.194061628
0.223857741
0.214560775
0.308248506
0.347106859
0.305232967
0.277478875
0.296355703
0.346319108
0.212309197
0.152616494
0.215563948
0.219197846
0.230919167
0.056445833
0.035951918
0.027111661
0.005619706
0.011008814
0.015099206
0
0
0.019099751
0.010095789
0.067676179
0.027776581
0
0.030420099
0.025298486
0.039659459
0.014633085
0
0.022353279
0.028532113
0.067554152
0.078442294
0
0.051387049
0.135275864
0.12774108
0.119291914
0.11872417
0.104770181
0.138174437
0.068669924
0.141585274
0.170774608
0.147748035
0.167593351
0.200910137
0.235835377
0.095464897
0.219565431
0.20538376
0.184116472
0.203841582
0.171523987
0.185199139
0.140830277
0.176540926
0.201092792
0.108282748
0.17727082
0.231516783
0.205325668
0.066496315
0.187591292
0.238078619
0.160146106
0.141266841
0.158525977
0.187167068
0.135488361
0.1727203
0
0.156107449
0.134825356
0.178642614
0.163539667
0.123178527
0.140314017
0.162886781
0.129549425
0.172992249
0.132988395
0.110749816

Sowing_Block
0.057361315
0.060633471
0.074859685
0.039446516
0.045777626
0.069833904
0.071168068
0.077899629
0.086300277
0.068771441
0.072330765
0.113825357
0.150154185
0.108693117
0.108946138
0.15236378
0.098435284
0.081657501
0.149897335
0.221564963
0.189910357
0.141839521
0.137055498
0.109392815
0.169373308
0.300019258
0.289300379
0.270797327
0.1573686
0.260302489
0.014217832
0.204754854
0.283747797
0.324227768
0.280608027
0.297524831
0.324056841
0.30283648
0.205601373
0.182649085
0.272535063
0.276729222
0.310679991
0.322680017
0.229878239
0.174716425
0.186688717
0.266002226
0.224795869
0.202128165
0.225205239
0.293249317
0.153262405
0.194861114
0.234679261
0.199019839
0.230577743
0.246029023
0.230111175
0.125524839
0.198845644
0.21680944
0.216422917
0.143717071
0.030567735
0.227655445
0.158259476
0.156144762
0.170024344
0.195233034
0.126427267
0.119710015
0.254243267
0.131125583
0.125924779
0.066897744
0.164212999
0.102764584
0.115851535
0.265103266
0.084594651
0.095463416
0.134827045
0.112195176
0.127115041
0.086418012
0.205916302
0.107910793
0.023040874
0.110987067
0.102650397
0.093467205
0.0774034
0.19898847
0.105950308
0.087588282
0.125580457
0.101456631
0.078375114
0.095473893

Residual
0.823770295
0.821342196
0.711845114
0.807645964
0.772244793
0.805289552
0.789469572
0.742468273
0.694233732
0.758664941
0.73762077
0.725151067
0.671914607
0.70076446
0.687421341
0.603466914
0.655696464
0.480615679
0.480150128
0.441958002
0.424941159
0.445617193
0.456099666
0.469191518
0.609818992
0.263035398
0.269874789
0.281767621
0.544347817
0.526359161
0.739346046
0.542319233
0.493227267
0.496291244
0.466860473
0.481641086
0.458285486
0.54777865
0.583928713
0.531382732
0.453086107
0.482808859
0.45596301
0.491999361
0.569106518
0.553966132
0.580030533
0.49337816
0.549037111
0.539861684
0.551674384
0.481746184
0.578924975
0.518581089
0.460413206
0.532873902
0.522989653
0.516561114
0.481149884
0.554108939
0.466669483
0.498368623
0.490249921
0.569649181
0.540585025
0.509900159
0.489212617
0.463340986
0.520140595
0.519963972
0.57574622
0.54001676
0.466434502
0.532589245
0.565259742
0.738929202
0.517882569
0.559071125
0.55682989
0.501047314
0.56188461
0.566775083
0.51613604
0.634612592
0.596463046
0.589404795
0.486894135
0.534336779
0.636120228
0.602524808
0.603999408
0.512879163
0.622746591
0.536222638
0.588259561
0.547284291
0.569119569
0.586055105
0.561287204
0.597392416
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Appendix 5: Complete variance components of the Col-nucleotype experiment and the whole
cybrid panel (only Col-nucleotype considered) combined, without the Ely plasmotype.
Day

y
8.65
9.34
9.4
9.53
9.65
10.34
10.4
10.53
10.65
11.34
11.4
11.53
11.65
12.34
12.4
12.53
12.65
15.34
15.4
16.34
16.4
17.34
17.4
19.55
20.55
21.5
21.57
21.63
21.69
21.75
22.38
22.44
22.5
22.57
22.63
22.69
22.75
23.38
23.44
23.5
23.57
23.63
23.69
23.75
24.38
24.44
24.5
24.57
24.63
24.69
24.75
25.38
25.44
25.5
25.57
25.63
25.69
25.75
26.38
26.44
26.5
26.57
26.63
26.69
26.75
27.38
27.44
27.5
27.57
27.63
27.69
27.75
28.38
28.44
28.5
28.57
28.63
28.69
28.75
29.38
29.44
29.5
29.57
29.63
29.69
29.75
30.38
30.44
30.5
30.57
30.63
30.69
30.75
31.38
31.44
31.5
31.57
31.63
31.69
31.75

0.01112658
0.009186712
0.012942043
0.012699074
0.012616812
0.009511168
0.016172017
0.014755938
0.012753173
0.012728045
0.012580198
0.016310343
0.01045753
0.011945551
0.015222866
0.013720524
0.009245778
0.008801993
0.010582229
0.010699412
0.017393717
0.018318307
0.029456168
0.001912589
0.002628092
0.045697838
0.042259154
0.026798688
0.035419304
0.045867468
0.009163176
0.013934702
0.015705738
0.019314325
0.020607803
0.027046239
0.025398691
0.015650481
0.016933778
0.021990129
0.020058884
0.023314252
0.028883846
0.025273842
0.017286557
0.023630884
0.023686229
0.023902059
0.027174915
0.027984478
0.021840005
0.017940262
0.021073615
0.02349789
0.028176795
0.027411547
0.027174652
0.026758272
0.019916297
0.023235124
0.024865093
0.023950572
0.026683447
0.024913401
0.034289168
0.023257076
0.022323561
0.026499191
0.028254325
0.022868704
0.02557262
0.025259597
0.01627683
0.01765019
0.022814698
0.019908029
0.020078195
0.019233482
0.022830517
0.016334514
0.018891516
0.019111502
0.020702832
0.022212333
0.018422385
0.017364027
0.017089405
0.015851576
0.015452197
0.019237664
0.016222252
0.016211029
0.013535337
0.016968635
0.015906475
0.014405302
0.012655147
0.016994754
0.015938419
0.015477633

Plasmotype
0.000926428
0.002540139
0.002762509
0.002535206
0.001104482
0.001398443
0.003020124
0.003528953
0.003320568
0.00383748
0.003455293
0.001715711
0.001983998
0.002757398
0.002209638
0.003198258
0.00204993
0.004535558
0.004031295
0.004303119
0.005040761
0.0062918
0.008380384
0.000399292
0.000625916
0.005347229
0.005050812
0.006428813
0.003286665
0.00900254
0.021268248
0.013000457
0.010922427
0.00918413
0.007802131
0.007699482
0.00655857
0.006086253
0.005608714
0.006518619
0.007502005
0.006102822
0.006494353
0.006190024
0.007250981
0.007227502
0.00725312
0.007963661
0.006554016
0.007310588
0.006283263
0.005590517
0.006474117
0.008103468
0.007917398
0.008211892
0.009069352
0.008067965
0.006289059
0.008045738
0.006976321
0.010003511
0.008908309
0.010411514
0.010170985
0.009476821
0.009909286
0.011284044
0.011058917
0.011686708
0.010653099
0.011512629
0.010987175
0.011873084
0.010917717
0.011319393
0.014115351
0.013977981
0.012812592
0.009951133
0.012288582
0.012710378
0.01329024
0.011742323
0.01150661
0.011219366
0.012620733
0.012836261
0.012007017
0.012153289
0.012069907
0.011452638
0.009708893
0.012850428
0.011686643
0.011443386
0.011347824
0.011552946
0.010645072
0.008771757

x
0.003525192
0.001944909
0.002354781
0.00050526
0.002877467
0.004501727
0.004619008
0.001856784
0.001266283
0.006267795
0.003782571
0.003653821
0.003177275
0.004578259
0.003681838
0.002193873
0.002063732
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0.003027751
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0.008553254
0.011022038
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0.029254939
0.03065719
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0.036466944
0.002663552
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0.006177788
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0.057924595
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0.043020779
0.056862267
0.05342027
0.04943505

Experiment
0.683410463
0.700171511
0.659598259
0.662471024
0.731628061
0.742207102
0.695979733
0.681992822
0.744230598
0.749913799
0.723476544
0.698785104
0.768306586
0.771963659
0.729556063
0.730554491
0.807420854
0.808097638
0.782234747
0.797630064
0.741933797
0.727972301
0.625217915
0.946934005
0.929659172
0.649920045
0.663742617
0.637494884
0.733486188
0.673964712
0.74682678
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0.844419808
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0.853724512
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0.810582933
0.807404976
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0.849960868
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0.818191997
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0.815455513
0.821850923
0.851637388
0.841916756
0.822152508
0.827193052
0.811322608
0.816068802
0.775524573
0.845140538
0.822099127
0.806158923
0.794916892
0.805692197
0.791062112
0.804178236
0.843470919
0.818390758
0.819959192
0.783261451
0.796086214
0.800409372
0.806021344
0.808272271
0.818186653
0.810580848
0.78896559
0.787925633
0.787485759
0.79317356
0.82318876
0.787519397
0.792408772
0.779198474
0.764674418
0.759234545
0.789779744
0.821718202
0.788024824
0.769494395
0.792716167
0.769066761
0.761829538
0.786990927

Residual
0.209791746
0.203686785
0.222858543
0.218525837
0.163659467
0.152865833
0.178415424
0.18416202
0.147591112
0.133233095
0.15068227
0.170899935
0.127010198
0.117271654
0.143982809
0.135386049
0.099157729
0.073574817
0.082918069
0.078258746
0.101517857
0.102781851
0.1368344
0.021775799
0.028652705
0.144492655
0.138135509
0.212008473
0.180434776
0.219208378
0.143006232
0.105873699
0.103361022
0.108484516
0.117774607
0.121245589
0.121432306
0.105879301
0.107384308
0.108878291
0.12376335
0.126378023
0.131613217
0.122979473
0.113946843
0.112160649
0.115904497
0.133421824
0.130009739
0.135124622
0.121988565
0.096196322
0.102383818
0.111530209
0.118446646
0.127861106
0.124398873
0.118877224
0.100814405
0.102098347
0.111968401
0.116845352
0.120687424
0.116584942
0.134918384
0.099925261
0.104774263
0.108247099
0.120527716
0.11773849
0.124193295
0.111786431
0.104344833
0.105893308
0.114155508
0.144185267
0.121341059
0.12147285
0.115253752
0.121834239
0.105318283
0.107999154
0.122784178
0.123459206
0.126415313
0.11337246
0.111948885
0.11637891
0.126731196
0.122225368
0.130669801
0.132318551
0.117604668
0.11158656
0.111310406
0.122875866
0.121181848
0.124942497
0.136436007
0.117967084
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Appendix 6: Spatial image of Col-nucleotype population in the Phenovator for day 30. The
raw data, fitted data, residual, fitted spatial trend and genotypic BLUES are shown.
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Appendix 7: A. Schematic daytime light and temperature conditions in the climate chamber
during the experiment. The fluctuating light shown is a simplification, as light switched every
twenty minutes. B. BLUEs of the plasmotypes of the combined dataset plotted for all days.
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